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 Free delivery on orders over £50 (UK mainland only)  Orders UNDER £50 P&P £4.95Call 03332 406406

Routers

 Model  T4
 Rating  Hobby
 Power  850W
 Speed  11,500-32,000rpm
 Collets Supplied  1/4”, 6 & 8mm
 Plunge Stroke  0 - 35mm
 Fine Height Adjuster  No
 Fine Fence Adjuster  No
 Spindle Lock  Yes
 Weight  2.4kg  

Comparison Chart - Routers

Routers

 The Trend T4 router is compact, lightweight and easy to control 
for home use and is suitable for such jobs as hinge recessing and 
edge work. Dismountable from the base the unit can be used for 
freehand carving, die grinding or used in drill stand or clamp. The 
850W variable speed motor runs between 1,1500 - 3,2000rpm 
and will accept 1/4”, 6mm and 8mm cutter shanks. Spindle lock 
aids cutter changing. The base will accept standard guide bushes. 
Supplied complete with 3 collets, 34mm dust spout, 16mm guide 
bush, side fence and storage case. 

 Trend T4 1/4” 
Router 

  
T4 Router 230V   £84.95   £70.79   701789  
T4 Router 110V   £84.95   £70.79   701790  
T4 Fine Adjuster   £14.45   £12.04   701791  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 T5EK/MK2
 Industrial
 1,000W
 9,000-27,000rpm
 1/4” & 8mm
 50mm
 Yes
  Yes
 Yes
 2.7kg  

 Trend T5EK/MK2 v2 
Router 
 Well built and easy to handle, the 
Trend Router has a soft start 1,000W 
variable speed motor with full 
wave electronics for better cutter 
feedback and stable rpm, suitable 
for use with a wide range of cutter 
profi les and diameters. Using 
the Trend/DeWalt/Elu 
base confi guration, this 
router is ideal for use with 
a very wide range of proprietary jigs and accessories. 
The spindle lock is positioned to the front of the machine 
so cutter changing is made easier, the switch can be locked for 
use in a router table. Supplied with a robust storage case, side 
fence with fi ne micro adjuster, beam trammel attachment, fi ne 
height adjuster, 6.35mm(1/4”) and 8mm collets, 35mm clip-in 
dust spout and 20mm template guide bush and trigger lock clip 
for use inverted in a table.  Accepts the full range of Axminster 
60mm O/S diameter guide bushes. 

  
T5 v2 Router 230V   £239.94   £199.95   211246  
Fine Height Adjuster   £15.95   £13.29   500011  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Trend T5EK/MK2 v2 

 Well built and easy to handle, the 
Trend Router has a soft start 1,000W 
variable speed motor with full 
wave electronics for better cutter 
feedback and stable rpm, suitable 
for use with a wide range of cutter 
profi les and diameters. Using 

router is ideal for use with 
a very wide range of proprietary jigs and accessories. 
The spindle lock is positioned to the front of the machine 

 Bosch POF 1200AE 
 Hobby
 1,200W
 11,000-28,000rpm
 6mm, 8mm & 1/4”
 55mm
 No
 -
 Yes
 3.4kg  

This Bosch router has a powerful 1,200W variable 
speed motor. The balanced design and well positioned 
handles means it is easy to control, giving smooth 
clean routing. Use it free hand, with the side fence 
or mounted in a table. Speed is controlled via a dial 
speed selector, the maximum cutter plunge is 55mm and a turret 
with variable depths allow you to locate the depth stop bar for cutter 
height; the depth can also be locked with a large red lever. Fitted with 
a spindle lock for easy cutter change. 
Supplied with a side fence, 17mm template guide, bearing 
follower, centring pin, 6mm, 8mm and 1/4”(6.35mm) collets and 
8mm straight cutter and dust extraction adaptor. 2 year warranty.

  
POF 1200AE 1/4” Router 230V   £69.95   £58.29   212272  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Bosch POF 
1200AE 
1/4” Router 

 Makita RP0900X 1/4” Router 

 RP0900X
 Industrial
 900W
 27,000
 1/4” and 3/8” cones
 35mm
 No
 No
 No
 2.7kg 

 This compact Makita router will accept 1/4” 
and 3/8” shank router cutters. With a maximum 
35mm plunge and fi tted with a height adjuster, 
it is suitable for many smaller scale routing tasks. 
Supplied complete with side fence, 1/4” and 3/8”  
collet cones, 13mm and 22mm wrenches and storage case. 

  
RP0900X Router 230V   £139.96   £116.63   952326  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 GKF600
 Industrial
 600W
 33,000rpm
 1/4”
 -
 Yes
 -
 Yes
 1.5kg  

 RP1110C
 Industrial
 1,100W
 8,000-24,000rpm
 1/4” & 8mm
 57mm
 Yes
 -
 Yes
 3.4kg  

 This industrially rated, quality built, precision router 
features a highly effi cient built-in dust extraction 
system, providing optional take-off points. This 
system achieves a high level of extraction for both 
health and safety, working visibility and workspace 
cleanliness. Supplied with a steel side fence, detachable dust 
extraction tube and swivelling connector, 1/4” and 8mm collets, 
collet and turret stop spanners, a 12mm diameter template 
guide. 

  
RP1110C Router 230V   £304.94   £254.12   810150  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Makita 
RP1110C 
1/4” Router 

 RP2301FCX
 Industrial
 2,100W
 9,000-22,000rpm
 1/2”
 70mm
 -
 Yes
 Yes
 6Kg  

 This Makita RP2301FCX Makita 
1/2” router has a powerful 
2.1kW motor and is suitable for 
a range of routing tasks either as a hand router or 
fi xed to a router table. The cutter depth adjuster 
has a scale so that you can set your cutter height 
easily, plunge depth is 70mm and there are twin 
LED job lights fi tted so your cutter is never in 
shadow. Speed range is 9,000 - 22,000rpm and 
can be selected for whatever size of cutter you are using. The 
grip handles make the router easy to control and the base is 
round with a fl at side so it can be guided along a straight edge if 
required. Also included is a 1/2” - 1/4” collet reducer.
A guide rail adaptor is also available so that you can use the 
router on the Makita guide rail system, for extra precision when 
doing straight routing cuts when moulding and jointing. 

  
RP2301FCX Router 230V   £329.94   £274.95   210800  
RP2301FCX Router 110V   £329.94   £274.95   950705  
Guide Rail Adaptor   £38.94   £32.45   501718  
16mm OD Guide Bush   £9.95   £8.29   100336  
20mm OD Guide Bush   £12.95   £10.79   100337  
30mm OD Guide Bush   £10.94   £9.12   100343  
1/2”-8mm Sleeve   £3.14   £2.62   340306  
1/2”-3/8” Sleeve   £3.14   £2.62   340305  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Makita 
RP2301FCX 
1/2” Router 
 This Makita RP2301FCX Makita 
1/2” router has a powerful 
2.1kW motor and is suitable for 
a range of routing tasks either as a hand router or 

RP2301FCX 
1/2” Router 
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Routers

 Order online axminster.co.uk/routing

 This 2,000W router is solid, reliable 
and a pleasure to use. With its die-
cast aluminium housing and twin columns, 
the plunging action is smooth and 
accurate. Constant electronic 
variable speed means the 
selected speed is maintained under 
load and a fi ne fi nish is achievable in a wide variety of 
materials. The soft start feature eliminates any small initial movement 
on start-up. The depth stop has a magnifi ed scale, plus a 3 stage 
turret enables staged routing to full depth without time consuming 
re-setting. A precision hardened and ground collet grips the cutter 
ensuring that it is held true and eliminating vibration. The spindle-
lock mechanism makes changing cutters quick and easy. Supplied 
complete with 1/4” and 1/2” collets, guide bush, micrometer 
adjustable side fence, dust extraction outlet and carrying case. 

 Model  T4
 Rating  Hobby
 Power  850W
 Speed  11,500-32,000rpm
 Collets Supplied  1/4”, 6 & 8mm
 Plunge Stroke  0 - 35mm
 Fine Height Adjuster  No
 Fine Fence Adjuster  No
 Spindle Lock  Yes
 Weight  2.4kg  

Comparison Chart - Routers

  Tilting base adds a 
unique feature to 
this router. Angled 
cuts can be achieved 
without the need for 
many different cutters  

  The clear extended base 
gives increased stability 
whilst working on an 
edge or larger areas. It 
is also fi tted with a dust 
extraction outlet  

 GKF600
 Industrial
 600W
 33,000rpm
 1/4”
 -
 Yes
 -
 Yes
 1.5kg  

 A true gem of a tool, this has to be one of the best small routers 
on the market, perfectly formed, adding huge potential to your 
tool kit. We just love this tool.
Totally controllable for trimming, adding a decorative mould to 
edges or panel work, this is such a versatile router. Supplied with 
3 additional bases: 95 x 84mm base, 133mm diameter round base 
and a unique tilting base as well as a parallel fence. All are easy to 
swap when required and give the machine more versatility. The 
compact design (overall size 94 x 190mm high) allows for single 
handed use if required and means it is also good for confi ned 
areas. All contained in a strong storage case to keep everything 
together. 
Also available is a set of 4 small TCT cutters containing a 45° 
chamfer cutter, 3/16” radius ovolo and rounding over cutter, self 
guided trimming and a template profi le cutter. 

 Bosch GKF 600 Palm Router Kit 

  The parallel side fence 
guides the router 
along an edge. Ideal 
for rebating and 
grooving, 160mm in 
length  

 D26204K
 Industrial
 900W
 16,000-27,000rpm
 1/4”
 55mm for both bases
 Yes on fixed base
  Yes
 Yes
 2.9kg (plunge base), 1.9kg (fixed base)  

 Use as a plunge or fi xed router by simply swapping bases, this 2 
in 1 router covers many applications. Compact and solidly built it 
handles well and is easy to control. The powerful variable speed 
900W motor has full wave electronics to ensure the selected 
speed is maintained under any load for the best fi nish and there 
is a spindle lock for ease of cutter change. Each base fi ts to the 
motor body with a quick lever. The plunge base has precise depth 
adjustment and a fi ve position adjustable turret for stepped/
repeated plunge cuts, moulded handles ensure a positive grip. 
The fi xed base has a wide depth ring collar that moves up and 
down the scroll in the motor body allowing for depth setting; fi ne 
adjustment is made with a thinner calibrated ring. The machine 
is supplied with a kit of accessories including: parallel fence with 
fi ne adjuster, 2 dust extraction adaptors, 1/4” collet, centring cone, 
17mm guide bush, collet spanner and storage case. N.B. Optional 
8mm collet available.  

  
D26204K Router 230V   £244.96   £204.13   952707  
8mm Collet   £14.45   £12.04   211306  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 DeWalt D26204K Plunge and 
Fixed Base 2 in 1 Router 1/4” 

 GMF1600CE
 Industrial
 1,600W
 10,000-25,000rpm
 1/4” & 1/2”
 46mm
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 4.5kg (plunge base), 3.7kg (fixed base)  

 The GMF1600CE Combo is a universal router supplied 
with a single motor and 2 bases; fi xed and plunge 
in one tool gives you the best of both worlds. The 
fi xed base is perfect for repetitive and precise work 
or free hand intricate work, lockable switch on the 
fi xed handle for table use. The centre of gravity is lower with handles 
closer to the work piece making the router easier to control. When 
inverted, there is provision for height adjustment from above 
by drilling a hole in the router table top. No tools are required to 
change the bases. The plunge base is for precise plunging or dowels, 
multi-pass cutting of channels and rebates. Amongst the fi ner 
features are powerful 1,600W motor with Constant Electronic power 
booster, Soft start and variable speed, simple cutter change with 
the motor unit removed from the base, LEDs light the cutter and 
work. Fine depth adjustment system gives outstanding precision. 
Lightweight, robust compact aluminium housing.
Supplied with a robust L-Boxx case, side fence with fi ne adjuster 
and a range of accessories including dust extraction cowls for 
the fence and fi xed base.

 Bosch GMF1600CE 1/2” Router 

 Trend T11EK 1/2” 
Router in Case 

 T11
 Industrial
 2,000W
 8-20,000rpm
 1/2”
 0 - 80mm
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 6.3kg  

 The Trend T11EK router is the highest 
spec router that Trend produce 
and has many features for use 
freehand or when mounted in a 
router table. One main advantage 
is being able to adjust the cutter 
height with the fi ne adjuster 
from above as well as 
below the router’s base, 
making adjustment in a table 
a lot easier. The 2,000W motor has soft start with full 
wave electronic variable control for constant speed under load for 
a fi ne fi nish on all types of material. The 80mm plunging accuracy 
is assured with two column precision and phosphor bronze bushes 
and the maximum cutter diameter is 70mm through the base for 
the fi tting of larger cutters. Other features include spindle lock for 
easy cutter change, fi ne adjuster and 3 position revolving depth stop, 
a quick release dust spout that takes 35mm hose and side fence 
with micro adjuster. Fitting for optional Trend clamp guide system is 
included (bracket required) and quick release recesses to fi t a quick 
release kit for quick fi tting in Trend tables.  Both clamp guide kit 
and quick release kits are optional. Supplied complete with fi ne 
adjuster, 30mm guide bush, dust spout, side fence with micro 
adjuster and storage case. 

  
T11 Router 230V   £339.95   £283.29   701792  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Trend T11EK 1/2” 
Router in Case 
 The Trend T11EK router is the highest 
spec router that Trend produce 
and has many features for use 
freehand or when mounted in a 
router table. One main advantage 
is being able to adjust the cutter 
height with the fi ne adjuster 

making adjustment in a table 
a lot easier. The 2,000W motor has soft start with full 
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 This 2,000W router is solid, reliable 
and a pleasure to use. With its die-
cast aluminium housing and twin columns, 
the plunging action is smooth and 

selected speed is maintained under 
load and a fi ne fi nish is achievable in a wide variety of 

 DW625EK
 Industrial
 2,000W
 8,000-20,000rpm
 1/2” and 1/4”
 80mm
 Optional extra
 Yes
 Yes
 5.1kg  

  
DW625EK Router 230V   £264.95   £220.79   610735  
DW625EK Router 110V   £264.95   £220.79   610736  
1/4” Collet   £26.95   £22.46   410260  
1/2” Collet   £27.46   £22.88   410265  
8mm Collet   £20.95   £17.46   410261  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 DeWalt 
DW625EK 1/2” 
Router 

  
Palm Router Kit 230V   £144.95   £120.79   702335  
Palm Router Kit 110V   £144.95   £120.79   950704  
Router Kit & Cutter Set Package 230V   £179.95   £149.96   719995  
Router Kit & Cutter Set Package 110V   £179.95   £149.96   718677  
TE 600 Plunge Base   £69.95   £58.29   503891  
Additional Side Fence for Router   £59.94   £49.95   447252  
Router Kit & Plunge Base 230V   £209.95   £174.96   717435  
Router Kit & Plunge Base 110V   £209.95   £174.96   717436  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  Kit supplied with the 
GKF600 Router, 3 
bases (133mm round, 
extension with handle 
and tilting), side fence, 
roller guide, insulation 
cover and collect 
spanner  

  
GMF 1600CE Router - 230V   £414.95   £345.79   950897  
Additional Side Fence for Router   £59.94   £49.95   447252  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

from above as well as 
below the router’s base, 
making adjustment in a table 
a lot easier. The 2,000W motor has soft start with full 
wave electronic variable control for constant speed under load for 
a fi ne fi nish on all types of material. The 80mm plunging accuracy 
is assured with two column precision and phosphor bronze bushes 
and the maximum cutter diameter is 70mm through the base for 
the fi tting of larger cutters. Other features include spindle lock for 

Allows you to achieve precise routing

 • Accessory for your GKF600 palm router
• Depth scale in metric and imperial
• Clear sub base opening of 54mm
• Maximum bit size of 44mm
• Motor body locks with quick clamp
• Micro fi ne depth adjustment, 7-step turret depth stop
• Smooth plunge action (max 55mm) with lock lever
• Bosch parallel fence and rail adaptor can be fi tted 

 Bosch TE 600 Plunge Base
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Routers
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  Unique handle allows easy one 
hand operation  

  Shown with optional trammel unit 
fi tted.  

 Festool OF 1010 EBQ-Plus Router

 Model  OF 1010 EBQ-Plus
 Rating  Industrial
 Power  1,010W
 Speed  10,000-24,000rpm
 Collets Supplied  1/4” & 8mm
 Plunge Stroke  55mm
 Fine Height Adjuster  Yes
 Fine Fence Adjuster  Optional Extra
 Spindle Lock  Yes
 Weight  2.7kg  

Comparison Chart - Festool  Routers

 Made to Festool’s fabled high quality design and 
manufacturing standards, this router offers easier 
safer operation, along with the power and accuracy 
to perform a wide range of precision routing 
applications. The OF 1010 EBQ-Plus is ideal for all 
jointing, grooving and decorative moulding as well as fi ne inlay 
and trimming operations.
Supplied with 1/4” and 8mm collets, side fence, collet 
spanner, guide rail adaptor, chip defl ector,  3 year warranty, 
which needs to be registered, and a Festool SYSTAINER® 
T-LOC storage case.
Also available with an 800mm Festool guide rail for straight 
panel cutting and grooving applications, eliminating the need for 
additional clamps or guide battens.  

  
1010EBQ Router 230V   £339.95   £283.29   143022  
1010EBQ Router c/w 800mm Guide Rail    £369.95   £308.29   719689  
10.8mm OD G/Bush   £7.94   £6.62   486029  
13.8mm OD G/Bush   £7.94   £6.62   484176  
24mm OD G/Bush   £7.94   £6.62   486031  
30mm OD G/Bush   £7.94   £6.62   486033  
40mm OD G/Bush   £7.94   £6.62   486034  
Parallel Fence Fine Adjuster   £23.94   £19.95   483358  
1/4” Collet   £32.94   £27.45   483356  
Extraction Hose D27 x 3.5m   £56.45   £47.04   452877  
Trammel Unit 153mm-760mm   £16.25   £13.54   483922  
Guide Rail 800mm   £44.94   £37.45   491499  
Guide Rail 2,700mm   £199.94   £166.62   930862  
Guide Rail 3,000mm   £214.94   £179.12   930820  
Clamp Set (Pkt 2)   £28.94   £24.12   489570  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

7

  Tool less changing of 
copy rings  

  Precise depth 
adjuster, play free 
with zero function  

 Maintaining the high quality synonymous with 
Festool, the OF 1400 EBQ-Plus is a rugged, precision 
router suited to all joinery, cabinet making, plastic 
and aluminium fabrication as well as all other 
routing applications. Ergonomically designed for easy, safe and 
comfortable handling, the 1,400W motor is controlled by MMC 
electronics incorporating variable speed, soft start and electronic 
braking. Rocker/ratchet spindle; no need to remove spanner 
when changing cutter. 
Supplied with 1/4” and 1/2” collets, side fence with fi ne 
adjuster, collet spanner, 30mm guide bush, T-LOC SYSTAINER® 
stacking storage case.

 Festool 
OF 1400 EBQ-Plus 1/2” Router 

 OF 1400 EBQ-Plus
 Industrial
 1,400W
 10,000-22,500rpm
 1/4” - 1/2”
 70mm
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 4.5kg  

  
OF1400EBQ-Plus Router 230V   £469.94   £391.62   333081  
OF1400EBQ-Plus Router 110V   £469.94   £391.62   950778  
1/4” Collet   £38.94   £32.45   100604  
8mm Collet   £38.94   £32.45   100605  
Threaded Guide Bush Adaptor   £17.45   £14.54   493566  
24mm O/D Guide Bush   £13.44   £11.20   100606  
30mm O/D Guide Bush   £13.44   £11.20   100608  
40mm O/D Guide Bush   £13.44   £11.20   100609  
13.8mm O/D Guide Bush   £13.44   £11.20   100610  
17mm O/D Guide Bush   £13.25   £11.04   100611  
Base Aperture Reducer   £21.95   £18.29   100612  
Rail Adaptor for OF 1400 Router   £44.94   £37.45   100613  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 OF 2200EB-Plus
 Industrial
 2,200W
 10,000 - 22,000rpm
 1/2”
 80mm
 Yes
 No
 Yes
 7.8kg  

 Features include enormous cutter depth range of 80mm, quick height adjustment and an 
exact fi ne adjuster in 1/10mm steps with a zero function. Fine adjuster can also be locked to 
the base allowing easy base adjustment to the cutter. Once set the lock on the handle clamps 
to both columns simultaneously for total accuracy. The innovative dust extraction system 
ensures that a very high level of waste is removed with a combination of extraction ring, chip catcher and exhaust adaptor.  
The extraction ring is cleverly controlled from the handle to allow you to view the cutter for position, then lowered for 
extraction. The spindle lock has a rocker and ratchet system for fast cutter changing and the base can be changed without 
tools. When used with a guide fence or a guide rail the rods are offset at 30° to the machine for safer, easier, guiding and 
working. 
Supplied with 1/2” collet, 30mm guide bush and chip defl ector in a Festool SYSTAINER® storage case, or as a package with the 
accessory kit (702452). This comprises of four base plates, 
parallel side fence with fi ne adjustment, extraction hood, 
two guide rods, 17mm, 24mm, 27mm and 40mm guide 
bushes and a guide rail adaptor, supplied in their own T-LOC 
SYSTAINER®. case.
Please note 110V is supplied without a plug. 

 Festool 
OF 2200 EB-Plus 1/2” Router 

  
OF 2200 Router 230V   £649.94   £541.62   702448  
OF 2200 Router 110V   £649.94   £541.62   702449  
OF 2200 Router & Accessory Kit  230V   £889.94   £741.62   719998  
OF 2200 Router & Accessory Kit 110V   £889.94   £741.62   719999  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  Router 
shown fi tted 
to optional 
guide rail  

  Central clamp, with a 
single rotary knob
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Festool FS Guide Rail & 
Accessories

Festool Modular System

 Order online axminster.co.uk/routing

 The combination of a Festool router and the Festool Guide Rail 
creates a superb system for routing long straight mouldings and 
joints. 

Guide rails have two neoprene 
strips on the underside which 
hug the surface of the material, 
reducing slippage.

Splinter guard minimises 
splintering on the top surface 
of the board. This strip is cut 
by the saw blade on the fi rst 
cut and thereafter supports 
the upper face of the material 
whilst it is being cut. 

Slideway lining for top of 
guide rail. Ensures smooth 
and easy guidance, preventing 
the machine from catching or 
stopping. 10 metre length.

Cushion strip self-adhesive 
cushion strip for under guide 
rails. 10 metre length.

Clamp set for securing the rail 
to the board.

Joining bar which will enable 
two lengths to be accurately 
joined together to form one 
long length. (Joining bars 
are supplied singly, two are 
recommended to join rails).

Ratchet clamp fast and easy 
this is a quick set clamp.

Cable defl ector prevents 
cables and extraction hose 
catching on the rail end.

Carry case for rails up to 1.4m 
with shoulder strap.

GECKO Suction Set is a 
quick lock dual suction clamp 
supplied with a rail adaptor, 
use instead of rail clamps. 

 A SYSTAINER T-LOC storage case and a whole kit of 
accessories packed inside for the Festool 
OF 2200 router, the set includes 4 baseplates, 
parallel side fence with fi ne adjustment, extraction 
hood, 2 guide rods, 17mm, 24mm, 27mm and 
40mm guide bushes and guide rail adaptor. 

 Festool OF 2200 Router 
Accessory Kit 

  
Router Accessory Kit   £269.94   £224.95   702452  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 for rails up to 1.4m 

  
Guide Rail 800mm   £44.94   £37.45   491499  
Guide Rail 1,400mm   £64.94   £54.12   491498  
Joiner Bar (each)    £12.95   £10.79   482107  
Carrying Bag for 800mm and 1.4m Rails   £49.94   £41.62   466357  
Clamp Set (Pkt 2)   £28.94   £24.12   489570  
Steel Ratchet Lever Clamp    £39.95   £33.29   491594  
Cable Defl ector   £15.44   £12.87   489022  
Splinter Guard 1,400mm   £8.45   £7.04   483164  
Clear Splinter Guard 5000mm   £20.94   £17.45   931328  
Adhesive Rail Cushion Strip 1000mm   £14.75   £12.29   211238  
Suction Set   £64.94   £54.12   493507  
Kick Back Stop   £12.44   £10.37   491582  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  GECKO suction 
set. (rail not 
included)  

Carry case

Cable defl ector

Ratchet 
clamp

Joining bar

Clamp set

Cusion strip

Slideway 
lining

Splinter 
guard

Guide rails

 The CMS-OF Router Insert is one of a range of 
modules offered by Festool for the fi tting of their 
power tools into their basic CMS unit. When fi tted 
into this base unit, it provides the user with a 
router table of outstanding quality and precision. 
Designed to take the Festool OF1010, the OF1400 and the 
OF 2200, it offers the user some excellent features. Taking up 
just 0.5m² of fl oor space makes this system perfect for situations 
where space is limited. It comes complete with a router stop, 
router guard, press down fi xture and assembly lugs. 

  
Router Insert - CMS-OF   £459.95   £383.29   702779  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Festool Modular CMS-OF 
Router Insert & Fence 

 The Basic Unit forms the base of the Compact 
Modular System (CMS) and provides a sturdy frame 
for all modules in the Festool range to fi t into. The 
base unit is made of aluminium and magnesium, 
making it very light at 10.8kg and stable whilst 
being robust and very portable. The table has a 
no-volt-release switch fi tted with a socket to plug 
the power tool into, ensuring maximum safety, 
control and ease of use. The legs fold for use on a 
bench and for transport. The feet have rubber caps 
and one is adjustable for uneven fl oors. Available for the 110V and 
230V versions. Please refer to Routing Section for router insert. 

  
Base Unit (CMS-GE) 230V   £409.94   £341.62   561261  
Base Unit (CMS-GE) 110V   £404.94   £337.45   931682  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Festool Compact Modular 
System (CMS-GE) Basic Unit 

Festool FS Guide Rail & 
Accessories

Festool Modular System

 The combination of a Festool router and the Festool Guide Rail 
creates a superb system for routing long straight mouldings and 
joints. 

Guide rails 
strips on the underside which 
hug the surface of the material, 
reducing slippage.

Splinter guard
 The CMS-OF Router Insert is one of a range of 
modules offered by Festool for the fi tting of their 

 Festool Modular CMS-OF 
Router Insert & Fence 

 Festool tools are all about a system, making life a lot easier for the 
user. This CMS modular system has so many possibilities making 
your portable tools bench top so able to do even more.
The key to the system is its portability, storage and versatility.
The Compact  Modular System starts with the base unit and you 

then add the insert that you require to hold your portable tool. 
Inserts are available for circular saws, routers, jigsaws and belt 
sanders. Further accessories are also available to extend the table, 
extract or guide. 

Festool CMS Compact  Modular Systems 
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 More laminate trimmers 
available online...

 axminster.co.uk/laminatetrimmers

Laminate TrimmersLaminate Trimmers

 Model  GKF600
 Rating  Industrial
 Power  600W
 Speed  33,000rpm
 Collets Supplied  1/4”
 Plunge Stroke  -
 Fine Height Adjuster  Yes
 Fine Fence Adjuster  -
 Spindle Lock  Yes
 Weight  1.5kg  

Comparison Chart - Laminate Trimmers

 Compact router trimmer that combines one motor 
with different bases. This machine is great for a host of 
small routing and trimming tasks in the workshop or 
on site. The motor is fi tted with variable speed control 
and has soft start. It can be quickly interchanged and 
locked into the required base. This kit comes complete with 3 bases: 
trimming, plunge and bevel base. 
Plunge base turns the machine into a plunge router with 2 solid 
grip handles, a height adjuster with fi ne adjustment and a stepped 
turret for repetitive depth setting. The side fence fi ts left or right 
and has a 130mm reach from centre, however, you may wish to 
add a wooden sub fence which would reduce this. Dust extraction 
outlet is also supplied with a 35mm outlet. Easy to control suitable 
for decorative edge working as well as small mortices and grooves. 
Trimming base this small 90mm round base turns the machine 
into a trimmer for single handed use. Use with or without the height 
adjustable bearing guide for cutters without bearings, rolling on the 
curve for a fi ne cut. A 10mm template guide is supplied to fi t this and 
the side fence can also be used for straight work. The dust guard has 
a 35mm outlet to attach an extractor hose if required. 
Bevel base a small square 90mm base that can tilt and be locked at 
a required angle (45°-0°-30°), allows for more scope when profi ling 
and jointing. 
The machine is also supplied with 1/4” & 3/8” collet, 16mm & 
10mm template guides, side fence, side grip handle (can replace 
right plunge base handle), 2 dust extraction shrouds, 13 and 
22mm wrenches and tool bag.

 Makita 
RT0700CX2 
Router Trimmer 

  
RT0700CX2 Router Trimmer Kit 230V   £214.94   £179.12   501867  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 3708F
 Industrial
 440W
 35,000rpm
 1/4”
 -
 Yes
 Yes

 
 1.2kg  

  Using the 
roller guide 
assembly  

 This versatile little machine doubles as a small router 
for edge moulding, trimming and grooving or as a 
laminate trimmer complete with a tilting base for 
chamfer work. The combined guard and base unit  
is fi tted with a height adjustment wheel to set the 
depth of cut and a quick action toggle clamp. The adjustable fence 
is used to set both the distance in from the edge of the work and 
the chamfer angle and has an integral handle for safe two-handed 
control. An edge follower roller guide is also supplied for trimming 
curves. An auxiliary side fence can be fi tted to convert the machine 
into a small router for edge moulding, grooving and trimming 
applications. The machine is also fi tted with a pair of high intensity 
light bulbs that illuminate the cutter and work piece. 
Supplied with tilting trimming fence, router cutter, adjustable 
routing fence, roller guide assembly, two collet spanners and 
10mm guide bush.

  
3708F Trimmer 230V   £179.94   £149.95   300248  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Makita 3708F 
Trimmer 

 RT0700CX2
 Industrial
 710W
 10,000-30,000rpm
 1/4”
  Plunge 0-35mm, Trim 0-40mm
  On plunge base
 -
 -
 1.8kg  

 Known as a module edge router by Festool, 
this is a very versatile tool with 
interchangeable bases to widen its 
uses and ensure very positive handling 
and accuracy. Just by handling this 
tool you will see the advantage of the 
bases being easily interchangeable, and 
how simple handling and guiding the cutter is, 
as well as the adjustability. The standard base 
can be used with or without the side fence. The 
motor being in the vertical position allows for a 
wide range of  hand routing, guiding the router 
where needed. With the extended  trimming base  fi tted, the 
motor is in a horizontal position. The cutter is then guided by 
the bearing assembly to give extremely accurate trimming of  
solid edges and laminates, with pressure applied exactly where 
needed. Extraction outlets are fi tted on the bases as well as the 
fence for optimum extraction. The 720W motor has an electronic 
speed adjustment switch to ensure maximum power and speed 
selection depending on material and cutter. The motor also has a 
temperature monitor for long service life. 
Supplied as a set in a SYSTAINER® T-LOC case with the 
following accessories: 1/4” and 8mm collets, parallel side 
fence with fi ne adjuster and extraction hood, 1.5° router 
table trimming base and bearing follower, tarnishing pad and 
extraction hood.

 Festool MFK 700 
EQ-Set Edge Router 

 MFK 700
 Industrial
 720W
 10000-26000rpm
 8mm
 -
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 1.9kg  

  
MFK 700 Trimmer 230V   £424.94   £354.12   211222  
1/4” Collet   £32.94   £27.45   483356  
Extraction Hose D27 x 3.5m   £56.45   £47.04   452877  
19mm Straight cutter, 16mm depth   £35.45   £29.54   211223  
Chamfer cutter 22°   £37.44   £31.20   211224  
Chamfer cutter 45°   £41.94   £34.95   211226  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Known as a module edge router by Festool, 

bases being easily interchangeable, and 

  
Cantex MkII 230V   £1,449.95   £1,208.29   702777  
Set of 3 Replacement Blades    £27.44   £22.87   131822  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Lamello Cantex 
Lipping Machine 
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  Tilting base adds a 
unique feature to 
this router. Angled 
cuts can be achieved 
without the need for 
many different cutters  

  The clear extended 
base gives increased 
stability whilst 
working on an edge 
or larger areas. It is 
also fi tted with a dust 
extraction outlet  

 A true gem of a tool, this has to be one of the best small routers 
on the market, perfectly formed, adding huge potential to your 
tool kit. We just love this tool.
Totally controllable for trimming, adding a decorative mould to 
edges or panel work, this is such a versatile router. Supplied with 
3 additional bases: 95 x 84mm base, 133mm diameter round base 
and a unique tilting base as well as a parallel fence. All are easy to 
swap when required and give the machine more versatility. The 
compact design (overall size 94 x 190mm high) allows for single 
handed use if required and means it is also good for confi ned 
areas. All contained in a strong storage case to keep everything 
together. 
Also available is a set of 4 small TCT cutters containing a 45° 
chamfer cutter, 3/16” radius ovolo 
and rounding over cutter, self guided 
trimming and a template profi le cutter. 

 Bosch GKF 600 
Palm Router Kit 

  The parallel side fence 
guides the router 
along an edge. Ideal 
for rebating and 
grooving, 160mm in 
length  

  Kit supplied with the GKF600 Router, 3 bases 
(133mm round, extension with handle and 
tilting), side fence, roller guide, insulation 
cover and collect spanner  

  
Palm Router Kit 230V   £144.95   £120.79   702335  
Palm Router Kit 110V   £144.95   £120.79   950704  
Router Kit & Cutter Set Package 230V   £179.95   £149.96   719995  
Router Kit & Cutter Set Package 110V   £179.95   £149.96   718677  
TE 600 Plunge Base   £69.95   £58.29   503891  
Additional Side Fence for Router   £59.94   £49.95   447252  
Router Kit & Plunge Base 230V   £209.95   £174.96   717435  
Router Kit & Plunge Base 110V   £209.95   £174.96   717436  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Allows you to achieve precise routing

• Depth scale in metric and imperial
• Micro fi ne depth adjustment, 7-step turret depth stop
• Good cutter visibility, clear sub base opening of 54mm
• Maximum bit size of 44mm
• Motor body locks with quick clamp
•  Smooth plunge action (max 55mm) with sprung lock lever
• Bosch parallel fence and rail adaptor can be fi tted 

 Bosch TE 600 Plunge Base
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Jigs

 Axminster 
Universal Hinge Jig 
 To speed up the fi tting of hinges, this simple device will soon 
pay for itself in the time saved when cutting the recesses. Using 
suitable guide bush cutter combinations, hinge recesses of 
50mm, 75mm and 100mm can be routed quickly and accurately. 
Suggested combinations are 26mm guide bush used with a 
20mm cutter for 100mm or 50mm hinges; 40mm guide bush with 
a 9mm cutter for 75mm or 25mm hinges. Just take out the waste 
from the corners with our Axminster corner chisel 340437 and 
your hinges will drop in nicely. Concealed cabinet hinges can also 
be fi tted by using a 24mm guide bush with a 12mm cutter giving 
a 35mm hole and a 30mm guidebush with a 9mm cutter giving a 
26mm hole. Full instructions supplied with jig. 

  
ASHJ100/50 Hinge Jig    £33.95   £28.29   100714  
Set of 12 Guide Bushes   £19.94   £16.62   340936  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Clamp not 
supplied

Hinge Length Guide bush dia. Cutter dia. Template

100mm 26mm 20mm 106mm

75mm 40mm 9mm 106mm

50mm 26mm 20mm 50mm

25mm 40mm 9mm 50mm

35mm dia. 24mm 12mm 40mm dia.

26mm dia. 30mm 9mm 40mm dia.

 The Hinge Mate Morticing Jig, based on the very popular ProGrip 
clamping system, offers a secure and accurate method of routing 
out a variety of recesses, including those for butt hinges, locks, 
lock plates, stopped housings and  mortices. The jig consists 
of two cam clamping arms, a cross bar and an adjustable stop 
and, once assembled, can be quickly set up to rout a wide range 
of recess sizes. Although bearing-guided trimming cutters can 
be used, we recommend the use of a suitable guide bush and 
straight cutter. Full instructions on setting the jig and on the 
choice of cutter and guide bush are included. 

  
Morticing System   £55.94   £46.62   200204  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 ProGrip 
Hinge Mate 
Morticing 
System 

 Tools do not get any simpler than 
this one. A high quality tungsten 
steel corner chisel is sharpened 
in-cannel fashion and held into 
a spring-loaded steel bodied jig. 
Absolutely perfect for knocking 
the rounded corners out of a 
routed hinge recess; simply 
place the chisel into the rounded 
corner, hit once with a hammer 
or mallet and then pare out the 
waste for a perfect cut every time! 

  
Corner Chisel   £6.74   £5.62   340437  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 The Corner Chisel 

 Easy to use with minimal set up this two piece hinge jig allows 
you to produce clean and accurate hinge recesses in both the 
door and frame, with a high degree of accuracy, with the use of 
a router. On site or in the workshop, it takes away the need for 
conventional marking out. 
The template is for door sizes up to 2,100mm in height, (with a 
minimum thickness of 16mm). Fitted with four apertures it will 
even cope with fi re door requirements; the same template being 
used for door and frame without the need for any adjustment.
Fit the router with the supplied 16mm guide bush; a 12mm 
diameter long reach cutter is available separately. Adjustable 
blocks positioned within the apertures allow for variations to 
both hinge position and hinge length. Stops locate the jig on 
an edge to give the recess width, and a swivel plate on the top 
of the jig is used to position the jig and give a set 2mm spacing 
between the door and the head of the frame. After routing, the 
recess is simply squared off by hand or with a corner chisel. 
Suitable for hinges 67mm (2.5/8”) to 125mm (5”) long, 9.5mm 
(3/8”) to 35mm (1.3/8”) wide and for doors 16mm (5/8”) to 38mm 
(1.3/4”) thick. The jig is designed for use with 1/4” shank routers 
due to their compact size. The 16mm guide bush will fi t a large 
range of routers, however some may require a universal base. 
Supplied with four apertures, bradawl with spacers, 16mm 
guide bush (universal base maybe required), T-handle hex 
key, 4mm spacing gauge and fabric storage case. 

  
Two Part Hinge Jig   £224.94   £187.45   501664  
Long Reach Cutter   £24.95   £20.79   300276  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Trend 2 
Piece Hinge 
Jig Set A 

 The Door Lock Jig uses a set of interchangeable templates to 
produce the mortice and faceplate recesses for all popular sizes 
of door lock with up to 3” deep mortices and 1” wide faceplates. 
Deeper mortices can be achieved with a suitable size of auger 
bit. Also suits the faceplate on a 1” mortice latch. The jig requires 
a router fi tted with a 30mm guide bush and 12mm diameter 
long reach cutter. If deep mortices are to be cut then the use 
of a 1/2” shank router is recommended.  Comes with a range of 
templates to suit most popular locks and latches, also a chart for 
the selection of the correct template. 

  
Door Lock Jig   £99.95   £83.29   600188  
1/4” Cutter 12mm x 70mm   £22.94   £19.12   910103  
1/2” Cutter 12mm x 115mm   £29.94   £24.95   910104  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Trend Door Lock Jig 

Jigs

 Some routers can be diffi cult to match up with suitable guide 
bushes and a universal sub-base can be the only solution. A 
round base can be preferable in many circumstances too. The 
UJK technology sub-base is precision machined from aluminium 
and fi tted with a low friction surface for ease of use. It is designed 
to accept standard Axminster or Trend style guide bushes and 
holes for these are drilled with an M4 thread. It is also designed 
for mounting to a very wide range of different routers including 
Bosch, Makita, Elu, Dewalt, Festool, Trend, Ryobi and Hitachi 
models to name a few and a fi xing kit is included to cover a 
variety of thread types. 176mm diameter x 7mm thickness. 

 UJK Techology 
Universal Sub-Base 

  
Aluminium Sub-Base   £24.95   £20.79   718650  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Guide bush 
not included

 For producing closed tread and open 
tread staircases, this professional jig 
is easy to set up using the integral, 
reversible setting bar. Supplied with 
a universal sub-base and four radius 
bushes (in two sets) to achieve the 
correct router offset. Suitable cutters are available 
separately (16mm diameter for 22mm and 25.4mm tread thickness 
and 22mm diameter for 28.1mm and 32mm tread. The jig is simply 
located using you own G clamps. Full instructions supplied.  

  
Staircase Jig   £95.94   £79.95   910198  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster 
Staircase Jig 

correct router offset. Suitable cutters are available 
separately (16mm diameter for 22mm and 25.4mm tread thickness 

 Trend ‘A’ Staircase Jig 
 This jig, is an invaluable aid for routing out housings for treads and 
risers on closed staircases. It is designed for use with any 1/2” shank 
heavy duty router fi tted with a 30mm diameter guide bush, it has 
a reversible fence for exact pairing of the stair strings. Supplied 
complete with spanners, lock nuts and full instructions.
Staircase jigs are a well proven means of routing out stair housings 
quickly and accurately, they can easily pay for themselves in the 
speed of production and quality of the end result. Suitable Axcaliber 
cutters are available for this jig as follows: 22mm tread thickness 
select 14mm diameter cutter, 25.4mm select 16mm diameter, 
28.1mm select 19mm diameter and 32mm select 22mm diameter. 

  
Staircase Jig    £159.95   £133.29   900225  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 A choice of cutters for Staircase Jigs to suit various string 
and tread thicknesses. The cutters are dovetailed at an angle 
of 5° resulting in tight fi tting joints between the treads/
risers and strings when assembled and wedged. Select the 
diameter of cutter to suit your tread thickness and stair jig. 

  
Cutter 14mm diameter   £11.45   £9.54   666073  
Cutter 16mm diameter   £12.44   £10.37   666072  
Cutter 19mm diameter   £13.44   £11.20   666071  
Cutter 22mm diameter   £14.45   £12.04   666070  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axcaliber Dovetail Cutters
for Stair Jigs - 1/2”(12.7mm) 
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Leigh Mortice & Tenon Jigs

axminster.co.uk/signup for our exclusive email offersCall 03332 406406

Mortice & Tenon Jigs

 The Super FMT which can produce exactly the same joints as the 
original version but at a fraction of the cost. It is supported by all 
the same guides and accessories that are available for the FMT 
and it has the same capability and capacity. The cost has been 
kept low by using steel instead of aluminium in the manufacture 
of this model and F clamps. The accuracy and quality have not 
been compromised on this very affordable jig and you will be 
impressed by the excellent range of joints it produces. 

The optional vacuum box 
(211377) which, when used 
with a suitable extractor, helps 
to keep airborne dust to a 
minimum in the workshop.

Simplicity is the Key

The Leigh FMT and Super FMT 
use just one bit, one guide and 
one set-up for every standard 
joint. It’s that easy. There are no 

bit or guide changes to fuss with and the set-up stays the same 
for both parts of the joint. Joint fi t is easily adjusted for perfect 
results every time. FMT guides and bits allow you to create any 
size mortice and tenon from a tiny 1/16” x 1/8” to a massive 1/2” 
x 5”.

Standard Equipment

• Universal sub-base that attaches to virtually any plunge router 
• Six standard joint guides 8mm x 15mm , 20mm , 25mm , 30mm 
, 35mm , 40mm
• Joint guide stand 
• Leigh 170-500 5/16” HSS spiral upcut bit 1/2” shank 

 Fully adjustable frame for rectangles and squares, use as a guide 
for the router. Cut recesses, grooves and slots, suitable for creating 
panels, great for making kitchen doors. The kit contains four 
lengths of 700mm extrusion with dual metric/imperial scales. 
The working area is 600 x 600mm. Frame can be easily adjusted 
using the clamp screws. Standard clamps can be used to clamp 
to your work piece. Use guide bush with a minimum 8mm spigot 
(not supplied). Supplied with anti-tilt shoe, fi xing screws and 4 x 
corner brackets. 

  
Varijig Frame System   £74.94   £62.45   501663  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Trend 
Varijig 
Adjustable
Frame System 

 This innovative jig enables 
quick and accurate mortice 
and tenon joints to be cut 
with any router. Variations in 
joint width are achieved by 
using different guide bush and 
cutter combinations, while a two-piece template can be adjusted 
to establish the length. The jig is supplied with a setting bar, a set 
of plastic guide bushes and full instructions. Rigid construction 
and accurate cutter control ensures precise well-fi tting round 
ended, square, angle and compound angle, mortice and tenon 
joints for chairs, tables and many other applications. Cutters are 
required, a 5/8” diameter straight two fl ute cutter for forming 
the tenons and the relevant diameter two fl ute cutter equal to 
the required mortice width (e.g. a 3/8” cutter for routing a 3/8” 
mortice). Standard 60mm fl ange diameter metal guide bushes 
can be purchased separately and used as alternatives to the 
plastic guide bushes supplied with the jig (not exchangeable). 

  
Mortice & Tenon Jig   £209.94   £174.95   610106  
Axcaliber Cutter D=1/4”   £9.95   £8.29   666123  
Axcaliber Cutter D=5/16”   £10.44   £8.70   666125  
Axcaliber Cutter D=3/8”   £10.94   £9.12   666127  
Axcaliber Cutter D=1/2”   £11.45   £9.54   666131  
Axcaliber Cutter D=5/8”   £17.45   £14.54   341159  
Set of 5 Axcaliber Cutters   £54.95   £45.79   718416  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Trend Mortice 
& Tenon Jig 

  Clamp not 
included  

 This simple slot cutting jig can be used with any router fi tted with 
a 30mm guide bush to cut slots, mortices, etc. It is designed to 
be simple to set up and quick to position and secure, particularly 
when machining a batch of similar size components. In use, the 
router is positioned on the template face with the guide bush 
engaged in the slot, ensuring that the cut is both vertical and 
accurate in width. N.B. The thickness of the template is 5.75mm 
and some guide bushes may need to be modifi ed if too long.
Also included as standard is a cross fence for use when cutting 
cross housings etc. Clamp not included. 

  
Slot Cutting Jig   £49.94   £41.62   100792  
Aluminium Sub-Base   £24.95   £20.79   718650  
30mm OD Guide Bush   £2.75   £2.29   340934  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster Slot 
Cutting Jig 

 Leigh FMT Pro 
Mortice & Tenon Jig 

Angled joints easily 
accomplished

 Leigh Super FMT Mortice & Tenon Jig 

  
Super Mortice & Tenon Jig - Metric   £429.95   £358.29   211376  
Optional Vacuum Box   £42.44   £35.37   211377  
Set of four Square Tenon Guides   £59.94   £49.95   474713  
Louvre Door Guides (FMT and Super FMT)   £39.95   £33.29   475070  
Y-Axis Mortice Guide    £24.44   £20.37   475611  
Additional Clamps for Super FMT   £22.25   £18.54   951101  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 The Leigh FMT Pro is an outstanding product 
with superb build quality. No other jig or method 
can match the ease, versatility and absolute 
precision of this jig. It brings the possibility of 
professional quality mortice and tenon joints to any 
workshop and any woodworker. Mortice and tenon 
joints routed on the FMT are immensely strong and 
virtually indestructible. This centuries-old joint is the 
thoroughbred of all woodworking joints and is used in fi ne 
furniture and cabinetmaking everywhere. Bench mounted, 
the FMT jig takes up little room in the workshop and is always 
readily available for use with little setting up. Many makes of 
router can be fi tted to the Leigh FMT jig using the router’s side 
fence rod clamps. This system allows the router to be quickly 
fi tted to or removed from the jig, no need for a dedicated router. 
N.B.The FMT is available in both imperial and metric versions and 
all optional guide sets are compatible with the FMT and Super 
FMT models

Features
•  Over 70 sizes of mortices and tenons 
•   Standard joint guides available in 1/4”, (5/16” included with jig), 

3/8” and 1/2” 
•  Maximum 1/2” x 5” joint size 
•  Double, triple and quadruple joints 
•  Easily recorded, repeatable joint tightness adjustment 
•  Angled and compound angled joints 
•  Works with virtually any plunge router

Standard Equipment (Imperial version)
•  Universal sub-base that attaches to virtually any plunge router 
•   Five 5/16” joint guides (5/16” by 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, 1.1/4” and 1.1/2”), 

which can make over 21 sizes of mortices and tenons 
•  Joint guide stand 
•  5/16” HSS spiral upcut bit with 1/2” shank 
•  Two cam-action speed clamps 
•   Adjustable sidestop fence for tenoning 
•  Two outrigger bars 
•   Screwdrivers and mounting hardware 
•  Illustrated user guide 
    
Mortice & Tenon Jig - Metric FMT   £899.94   £749.95   100777  
Optional Guide Sets - 6, 10 & 12mm   £79.94   £66.62   474684  
Mortice & Tenon Jig - Imperial   £899.94   £749.95   210505  
Optional Guide Sets - 1/4”, 3/8” & 1/2”   £69.95   £58.29   100782  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code
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Leigh Dovetail Jigs

 The ultimate dovetailing jig with a full 24”(600mm) capacity, the Leigh D4R Pro easily produces through dovetails, half-blind, end to end 
and sliding dovetails with infi nite adjustment of pins and tail widths, single pass half-blind dovetails and two sizes of box joints straight 
out of the box. A precision extruded aluminium body, with non-marring textured clamping surfaces and machined-in side stops adds 
rigidity and accuracy. Supplied with three robust 8mm diameter shank cutters for chatter free routing; the e7 eliptical guide bush which 
fi ts many routers; some routers may require a different guide bush and/or adaptor. Very full specifi cation includes 8° and 14° dovetail 
cutters, 5/16” diameter straight cutter, comprehensive user guide, instructional DVD, cam action material clamps and guide bars for 
cutting sliding dovetails. 

 The Ultimate award winning dovetail jig from Leigh
  
D4RM Metric Dovetail Jig    £499.94   £416.62   200690  
D4R Imperial Dovetail Jig    £499.94   £416.62   952572  
D4RM + 710 adaptor 
fi ts MOF 96, 96E, DW615(UK)   £489.95   £408.29   717378  
D4RM + 702R adaptor 
fi ts DW625EK MOF177E CMT2000   £494.95   £412.46   717379  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Shown with Vacuum & 
Routere Support fi tted
Shown with Vacuum & 
Routere Support fi tted

Through Dovetails Half-blind Dovetails Sliding Dovetails Single Pass Finger Joints Isoloc Joints
(with optional template)

Leigh Dovetail Jigs

Shown with Vacuum & 
Routere Support fi tted

The best way to 
see how easy Leigh 
dovetailing is!

Shown with 
optional VRS

D4R Pro 

for joints with 

the classic 

hand-cut look

  Highly effi cient dust collection  

 Dust free Leigh Jig routing is here!
Easier dovetailing with a safer, cleaner workshop.

 Features:
• Full width router support 
•  Park the router when not 

in use
•  Vacuum box glides 

effortlessly under router 
support beam

•  Control arms position 
vacuum box

•  Control arms adjust to any 
router

• Easy On Easy Off 
• Adapt to any hose size
•  Powerful rare earth magnets 

secure router support beam
• No hoses to obstruct view 
•  No jig modifi cations 

necessary
• Models for all Leigh jigs
•  All mounting hardware 

included

Standard Equipment:
• Router Support Beam 
• Vacuum chute
• Hose adaptor small 
• Hose adaptor large
• Support rails 
• Screws and washers
• Hex key

•  Finger assembly support 
brackets where required 

 Leigh VRS Vacuum 
& Router Support 

  
Vacuum & Router Support for Super 12   £61.96   £51.63   701484  
Vacuum & Router Support for Super 18   £69.50   £57.92   701485  
Vacuum & Router Support for Super 24   £69.50   £57.92   701486  
For D4R, D4RM   £77.50   £64.58   701487  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 This is the very best value with your Leigh Jig. Super Jig Kit 
contains VRS and 1607-8 Cutter Set, D4R Kit contains VRDS24 and 
2411-8 Cutter Set. 

  
Kit for Super 12   £159.95   £133.29   701481  
Kit for Super 18   £168.95   £140.79   701482  
Kit for Super 24   £168.95   £140.79   701483  
Kit for D4RM Jig   £224.94   £187.45   701499  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Leigh VRS Vacuum 
Router Support & 
Cutter Bit Set 

 The larger cross section (58% more mass) of 8mm shank bits 
makes them considerably stronger than 1/4” shank bits, resulting 
in smoother, faster cuts with less chatter and greater safety. 
Three sets are available:  
7 piece set suitable for Super Jigs containing Leigh cutters 50-8, 
60-8, 70-8, 75-8, 101-8, 112-8 and 128-8. 
12 piece set contains all the cutters in the 7 piece set plus Leigh 
cutters 90,100, 150,160 and a1/2” - 8mm reduction sleeve  (172-8).
16 piece set  contains the cutters included in the 12 piece set plus 
Leigh cutters 80-8,120-8,140-8, and two 1/2”- 8mm reduction 
sleeves(172-8).  N.B.12 and 16 piece sets include 1/2”(12.7mm) 
shank cutters not suitable for use with the Leigh Super jigs. 

 Leigh Dovetail Jig Cutter Sets 

  
7 Piece Router Bit Set 8mm Shank   £107.94   £89.95   701475  
12 Piece Router Bit Set   £159.95   £133.29   701474  
16 Piece Router Bit Set   £199.96   £166.63   300382  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Leigh D4R Pro Dovetail Jig 
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Dovetail Jigs

  
F3 Imperial Template   £197.94   £164.95   951150  
F3M Metric Template   £197.94   £164.95   951151  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Leigh F3 Finger 
Joint Template  Leigh F3 Finger Joint Bit Set

  
Bit Set for F3 (Solid Carbide)   £259.94   £216.62   951153  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Isoloc Joint Templates are revolutionary and represent the 
fi rst entirely practical alternative to traditional dovetail joinery. 
With a Leigh Dovetail Jig and an Isoloc template, even novice 
woodworkers can produce strong, functional and distinctively 
attractive joints!

Isoloc Joint Templates
• Precision CNC machined aluminium alloy template
• Scales include inch and metric measurement
• Fully adjustable joint tightness with the VGS
• I1 Templates attach directly to the D4R and all 24” D-series jigs
• I18, I24 Templates attach directly to Super Jigs

Standard Equipment
• Leigh 5 pc VGS Variable Template Guidebush System
• Fully illustrated User Guide 

  
Isoloc Templates (D4R Set of 3)   £499.94   £416.62   474086  
Isoloc (I24A) Template A for Super 24   £184.94   £154.12   474224  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Leigh Isoloc Joint Templates 

 Isoloc A Isoloc B Isoloc C

 The layout and cutting of multiple mortice and tenon joints 
demands such a high level of time-consuming care and 
craftsmanship that these striking joints are usually found only in 
the most sophisticated handmade furniture. The Leigh Multiple 
Mortice and Tenon Attachment brings this previously challenging 
joint within easy reach of any woodworker who owns a 24” 
D-series Dovetail Jig and a plunge router with a 1/2” collet! 

The M2 brings you two additional unique capabilities as well. 
Multiple mortice and tenon joints are closely related to fi nger 
joints and the M2 can be used as a fi nger joint jig for producing 
large scale, variably spaced fi nger joints from 5/8” wide and larger, 
in timber up to 1.1/8” thick.  

 Leigh Multiple Mortice & Tenon Attachment 

  
Multiple Mortice & Tenon Attachment   £269.94   £224.95   474191  
Guidebush 17.1mm   £16.44   £13.70   476145  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Leigh Dovetail Super Jigs 
  
Super 12 (Imperial)   £269.94   £224.95   701478  
Super 18 (Imperial)   £349.94   £291.62   701479  
Super 24 (Imperial)   £409.94   £341.62   701480  
Super 12 (Metric)   £269.94   £224.95   952569  
Super 18 (Metric)    £349.94   £291.62   952570  
Super 24 (Metric)   £409.94   £341.62   952571  
7 Piece Router Bit Set 8mm Shank   £107.94   £89.95   701475  
Replacement Elliptical Guide Bush (e7)   £10.94   £9.12   478260  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Rout pins and tails in one pass

 • Infi nitely adjustable guide fi ngers
• Non slip clamping surface
• Variably spaced through and half blind dovetails
• 5/16” & 5/8” box joints
• Easy to read scales in metric or imperial
• Includes three 8mm shank cutters 80-8, 120-8 and 140-8 

Under cut side stops for 
rabetted drawer fronts

Precise easy-to-read scales Rugged Cam-action clamps

Non-slip material on both 
clamping surfaces

Make your Leigh Jig even more versatile

 • Precision CNC machined aluminum alloy template 
• The F3 will produce 11 sizes of fi nger joint (9 for metric version)
• 3 sizes of square half-blind joints
• The F3 attaches to the D4R Pro or any D-series 24” dovetail jig 

  Standard Equipment Includes
• e7, e8 and e10 template guidebushes 
• Pin wrench for e-Bush adjustment 
• Fully illustrated user guide  

 Eight piece boxed bit sets for the F3 fi nger joint template. A great 
way to buy all the cutters you will need for the Leigh F3 fi nger 
joint template. A very durable solid carbide set. 

Set includes the following cutters in solid carbide:  
3/32”(163), 1/8”(164C), 5/32”(165C), 3/16”(166C), 1/4”(168C), 
5/16”(170C), 3/8”(173C) and 1/2”(180C) diameter bits plus 1/2”-
8mm(172-8) and 1/2”- 3/8”(172-375) collet reducers, all neatly 
contained in a wooden storage box.

 Leigh Jig courses at Axminster Skill Centre
Visit our website for details and availability. 

www.axminsterskillcentre.co.uk 

Shown with 
optional VRS

  Sliding dovetails made easy  
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Dovetail Jigs

Axcaliber Dovetail Jigs

Axcaliber dovetail jig 
accessories

  Boards are offset in the jig    Both boards machined in one pass  

  Bearing guided 
cutter follows 
template for a 
perfect joint  

 Axcaliber Dovetail Jig 

  
Dovetail Jig   £69.95   £58.29   502514  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

7
  Both boards machined in one pass  

  
Dovetail Jig 600mm   £144.95   £120.79   953312  
Replacement Comb    £34.94   £29.12   953313  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axcaliber Extra Dovetail Jig 

Replacement Comb    £34.94   £29.12   953313  

  
Through Dovetail Template    £39.95   £33.29   953315  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Through Dovetail Comb 
for Axcaliber Dovetail Jig 

  
Fine Dovetail Set   £43.94   £36.62   410227  
Replacement Dovetail Cutter   £28.94   £24.12   666266  
Axcaliber Comb Jointing Cutter   £8.94   £7.45   666267  
Cutter - D=6.35, X=25.4mm, S=1/4”(6.35mm)   £9.95   £8.29   666123  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axcaliber Fine 
Dovetail Set 

 Through Dovetail Comb for 
Axcaliber Extra Dovetail Jig 

  
Through Dovetail Template   £49.94   £41.62   953314  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 • Through Dovetail Jig Comb 8°
• Expands the range of joints your dovetail jig can produce
• Complete with two cutters and two guide bushes 

 • Fine Dovetail set for cutting 6.3mm dovetails
• Suitable for the Axcaliber, Axminster and Perform dovetail jigs
•  Supplied with guide bush and solid tungsten carbide dovetail 

cutter
• 275mm width capacity; material thickness 7-10mm
• Super precision alloy comb 

 • Through Dovetail Jig Comb 8°
• Expands the range of joints your dovetail jig can produce
• Complete with two cutters and two guide bushes 

 Leigh R9 Plus 
Joinery System 

  
R9 Plus   £139.94   £116.62   952568  
Pin Plates (Pair)   £9.74   £8.12   952575  
R9 Plus with Accessory Kit   £214.96   £179.13   717056  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 •   Produce three sizes of through dovetails in any 
board width

• Produce three sizes of box comb joints in any board width
• Adjustable and recordable joint fi t
• Works on your router table or with a stand-alone router
• Mounts to shop made beam to keep production cost low 
• Replaceable backer board eliminates tear out
• N.B. 1/2” Router required 

 • Easy to set up and use
• Heavy gauge steel pressings
• Steel clamp bars and handles
• 6mm thick aluminium guide template
• Comprehensive instruction manual
• Bearing guided dovetail cutter included
• 275mm board width capacity
• Takes material 15 to 35mm thick 

 • Easy to set up and use
• Heavy gauge steel pressings
• Steel clamp bars and handles
• 8mm thick aluminium plate guide template
• Instruction manual supplied
• Bearing guided dovetail cutter included
• 575mm board width capacity 

Axcaliber Dovetail Jigs A range of adaptors which will enable the 1.3/8” diameter 
American style threaded guide bushes, including Leigh, to 
be fi tted to most UK and EU routers. Suitable for Leigh 711TP, 
716TP,e7,e8 and e10 guidebushes. 

  
Fits Bosch GOF900/1300/GMF1400/1600   £21.95   £18.29   800439  
Fits Elu 177E CMT2000 DW 625EK (702R)   £20.75   £17.29   410001  
Fits Elu 177E/177/131/DW625   £12.35   £10.29   410003  
Fits Festool OF1000, OF1010 (704R)   £20.75   £17.29   310023  
Fits Festool OF1400   £17.45   £14.54   493566  
Fits Festool OF2000/2000E (705R)   £20.75   £17.29   310024  
Fits Freud, Hitachi & Ryobi (703)   £12.35   £10.29   410006  
Fits Makita 3612C (721)   £17.94   £14.95   210889  
Fits Trend T5,T9, T11, Elu MOF 96, 96E, 
Dewalt D26204K (Leigh 710)   £17.94   £14.95   210500  
Fits DW621K, MakitaRP1110C, Elu 
MOF97E(Leigh 706R)   £20.94   £17.45   706  
Fits Festool OF2000/2000E (705)   £9.95   £8.29   476736  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Leigh Adaptors 
for Threaded Guide Bushes 

 A range of three elliptical guide bushes for use with the 
Leigh F3 fi nger joint templates and other Leigh jigs. N.B. 
The e7 guide bush can be used with all Leigh dovetail jigs. 

  
Elliptical guide bush (e8)   £10.94   £9.12   951154  
Elliptical Guide Bush (e7)   £10.94   £9.12   478260  
Elliptical guide bush (e10)   £10.94   £9.12   951155  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Leigh Elliptical Guide Bushes 

 1/2”   3/8”             18°   8mm         128-8         £14.15   £11.79   476385  
 1/2”   7/16”             14°   8mm         120-8         £14.15   £11.79   476384  
 1/2”   1/2”             12°   8mm         112-8         £14.15   £11.79   476383  
 1/2”   5/8”             10°   8mm         101-8         £14.15   £11.79   476382  

  D  X K˚ S Ln Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 5/16”   1”               8mm         140-8        -  £14.15   £11.79   1408MM  
 7/16”   1.1/4”               1/2”         150        -  £13.74   £11.45   476387  
 1/2”   1.1/4”               1/2”         160         - £13.74   £11.45   476388  

  D  X K˚ S Ln Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 High quality individual cutters for Leigh D4R and 
Superjigs. Mostly with 8mm shank size for added 
strength and accuracy. 

 Cutters for Leigh Dovetail Jigs 

Through Dovetail Cutters

Straight Cutters

Half-blind dovetail Cutters

  
1/2”-8mm   £6.44   £5.37   477046  
1/2”-3/8”   £6.44   £5.37   476897  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 •  Enables 3/8” or 8mm router cutters to be 
used in 1/2” collets

• Shouldered design for positive location 

 Leigh Router Collet Reduction Sleeves 

  
 1/4”   1/4”             8°   8mm         50-8         £14.15   £11.79   476322  
 5/16”   3/8”             8°   8mm         60-8         £14.15   £11.79   476323  
 3/8”   1/2”             8°   8mm         70-8         £14.15   £11.79   476030  
 7/16”   5/8”             8°   8mm         75-8         £14.15   £11.79   476031  
 1/2”   13/16”             8°   8mm         80-8         £14.15   £11.79   808MM  
 11/16”   1”             8°   1/2”         90         £16.44   £13.70   476039  
 13/16”               - 8°   1/2”         100         £16.44   £13.70   476038  
 13/16”   1.1/4”             8°   12.7mm         100         £13.94   £11.62   666025  

  D  X K S Leigh No. Inc.vat Ex.vat Order No 
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Accessories

Accessories

Kitchen Worktop Jigs

 ColorFill performs many tasks; bonds the joint together, seals the 
joint against water and domestic detergents and can be colour 
matched to the worktop so making the fi nished joint almost 
invisible. It will also repair scratches and chips in laminate and 
melamine surfaces. Scientifi cally formulated and tested to resist 
moisture, detergent and other household products as effi ciently as 
the laminate and will withstand heat and direct sunlight. Although 
it is recommended that hot pans and dishes from the oven should 
not be placed over joints. ColorFill requires no mixing, is easy to 
apply and is available in handy sized 25g tubes suffi cient for one 
worktop joint and 20ml of clean-up solvent is included.  

 Unika ColorFill 
Worktop Sealer and 
Repair 

  
Black Granite    £7.44   £6.20   952234  
Block Beech    £7.44   £6.20   952235  
Soft White    £7.44   £6.20   952236  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 This patented plinth lock system is a unique way of fi rmly securing 
kitchen plinths, corner posts, fi ller panels as well as many other 
applications. This concealed fi xing is quick and easy to fi t and 
eliminates unsightly screw fi xings, maintaining a 90° solid fi tting. 
Simply line up and screw each half of the plinth lock onto the work 
using two screws in each, the plinth is then pushed in place securely, 
wedging the joint tightly together. Supplied as a pack of six. 

 Unika Plinth Lock 

  
Plinth Lock (6)   £5.94   £4.95   952238  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Kitchen Worktop Jigs

Router not included

 Axminster Extra 
Kitchen Worktop Jig 

 The Axminster extra kitchen worktop jig was designed by us after a studying the features other worktop jigs were offering. This resulted in 
several innovations not found on similar jigs of this type. With precise positioning and sighting of the cut line, this postform jig is intended 
for the discerning user who requires an easy to use jig that gives consistent results. It will accept a worktop up to 700mm wide with a 
jointing facility at 22.5° and 45°. The main template body is 16mm thick synthetic resin laminate plate, machined to very fi ne tolerances 
which will guide your router accurately using a standard 30mm guide bush. Cutting errors are often caused by an inaccurately located 
guide bush. To eliminate this we provide a check centre for the guide bush to ensure its precise concentricity when mounting and 
securing it to the router. The guide slots and preset angles are located with 10mm metal dowel pins to ensure exact positioning against 
the edge of your worktops and encompass the principal angles required, plus positioning for the new style connectors and various inserts. 
Flush face clamping provides a totally unimpeded working face whilst enabling the template to be held securely to the worktop using 
any combination of the eight sliding locations for the recessed clamp heads. To ensure error-free cutting of the female part of the joint so 
that it perfectly matches the mating worktop we have incorporated a width measuring locator facility on this jig. Set between static dowel 
pins and a sliding pin, the width of the top can be gauged without measuring or guesswork, providing the exact amount of cut in to 
accommodate the worktop end. The jig also has 3 circular holes to cut pockets at 50, 70 and 80mm diameter, 3 preset connector pockets 
with 200mm spacing, a 45° corner guide edge, Long sweep radius guide edge (approximate 460mm radius), 100mm radius guide edge 
and a single uninterrupted guide edge 880mm long. Numerous slots to enable sub-surface clamping (using Axminster clamp and head 
combination), variable positioning to set length of butt socket joint for 45° joining, positioning for setting length of butt socket joint for 
22.5° joining and also positioning (using dowel pins) to set jig long 
edges to 22.5°, 30° and 45°. All machining is carried out using a 
30mm guide bush and a 1/2” diameter router cutter. Supplied with 
step by step instructions for perfect results.  

  
AWTJ1 Kitchen Worktop Jig   £187.94   £156.62   702284  
30mm Guide Bush   £11.75   £9.79   211308  
Replacement Pins   £9.95   £8.29   952462  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 The Multipurpose Jig is designed for use with a wide variety of 
worktops. As the jig will cut an inset of 10mm and 23mm it can be 
used to cut the following worktops: composite, solid wood, small 
radius (less than 6mm) laminate worktops and standard radius 
(more than 6mm) laminate worktops. It cuts 300mm, 400mm, 
500mm, 600mm, 616mm, 650mm and 700mm worktops. Features 
include cuts 90° left and right joints, corner cooking solution 
and 3 bolt slots. All that is required to complete the job is a 1/2” x 
50mm straight router cutter, 30mm guide bush and a couple of 
F-Clamps. 

 Multipurpose Worktop Jig 

  
Worktop Jig   £79.94   £66.62   702801  
30mm Guide Bush   £11.75   £9.79   211308  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 The Multipurpose Jig is designed for use with a wide variety of 
worktops. As the jig will cut an inset of 10mm and 23mm it can be 
used to cut the following worktops: composite, solid wood, small 
radius (less than 6mm) laminate worktops and standard radius 
(more than 6mm) laminate worktops. It cuts 300mm, 400mm, 
500mm, 600mm, 616mm, 650mm and 700mm worktops. Features 
include cuts 90° left and right joints, corner cooking solution 
and 3 bolt slots. All that is required to complete the job is a 1/2” x 
50mm straight router cutter, 30mm guide bush and a couple of 
F-Clamps. 

 Multipurpose Worktop Jig 

Worktop Jig 
 Inc.vat 

 Quick and easy to apply with strong adhesion, creating a 
permanent bond to materials like wood, metal, varnish and 
any low energy surfaces. Ideal for attaching worktop edging 
and trims. It has a good resistance to extreme temperatures, 
chemicals and solvents, humidity and UV radiation with a 
high shear resistance. Because of high adhesive mass, it is also 
appropriate for rough or structured surfaces. Consisting of a hard 
PVC fi lm carrier, layered on both sides with a modifi ed acrylate 
adhesive. The adhesive is lined with a double-sided silicone paper. 
Temperature resistant -40° to +70°C. 
5 metre length X 40mm width

  
HD Double Sided Tape    £5.24   £4.37   952233  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Unika Heavy Duty 
Double Sided 5m Tape 

 This self-adhesive tape and sheet will 
protect edges and faces against radiant 
heat on surfaces like worktops, shielding 
the edges of a hob cut out or worktop 
underside from heat from a cooker or 
dishwasher.  Available as heat refl ective aluminium tape 50mm 
wide x 3m or a sheet 1m x 600mm.   

  
Tape - 50mm x 3m   £2.45   £2.04   952231  
Sheet 1m x 600mm   £3.95   £3.29   952232  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Unika Heat Reflective 
Aluminium Tape and Sheet 

 Plated steel connectors for a fi rm joint between sections of worktop. 

  
Connectors (10)   £3.95   £3.29   910194  
Connectors (100)   £35.95   £29.96   717018  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Worktop 
Connectors 

 •  Fast, strong and secure worktop 
connectors

• Use a drill driver with a hex bit to install
•  Cost effective solution for kitchen 

worktop joints
•  Requires 4mm or 5mm hex bit for 

tensioning
• Zinc fi nish 

 Zipbolt Worktop Connectors 

  
Worktop Connector 170mm   £2.45   £2.04   504439  
Worktop Connector 85mm   £2.24   £1.87   504438  
Mini Benchtop Connector   £2.64   £2.20   504434  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 This very accurate marker is basically a large square with a 45° 
angle and will assist in all marking out tasks especially when 
fi tting a kitchen. It is designed for the positioning of apertures, 
door handles, and 45° and 22.5° angles. Specifi c holes can be 
marked up from the edge of your worktop for cut-outs, plus it 
has a pre-determined slot with measurements for more sizes. 
Designed especially for kitchen fi tters, it will also have a general 
use in the workshop for marking panels.  

  
Unika TopMarker   £56.94   £47.45   503841  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Unika TopMarker  Unika TopMarker 

  
Professional Ear Defenders   £18.44   £15.37   210774  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 •  31dB protection against your 
machinery noise

• Ear cups have super soft cushions
• Very comfortable; easy to adjust 
• Neatly folds for storage 

 uvex 3 Professional 
Ear Defenders 
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Templates & Bases

 Flexible jigs that can be affi xed with screws to the underside of 
any material that needs to be cut cleanly to a defi ned line with 
a bearing guided router cutter or on a spindle moulder with a 
bearing ring guide. These fl exible jigs are secured to a scribed 
or drawn line on the underside of the material to be cut and 
forms the guide onto which bearing guided cutters run. Whilst in 
many instances material could be cut with a jigsaw and sanded 
or planed, this simple but effective jig allows the ultra clean cut 
of a router cutter or cutter block to fi nish the job in one simple 
cut. Available in either 600mm, 1000mm or 3,000mm lengths, 
the Flexi jigs are an invaluable addition to any joinery workshop 
either making jigs or cutting material to defi ned lines. The two 
longer versions are 18 x 18mm in section with a minimum radius 
of approx 150mm and the low cost mini version is 12 x 12 x 
600mm with a mimimum radius of approx 75mm.This would be 
particularly useful for the manufacture of small jigs or routing 
operations where a smaller radius curve is required.  Please note 
the mini version is not supplied with screws.  

 Fisch Flexi Curve 

  
Flexi Curve Mini 600mm   £26.45   £22.04   211366  
Flexi Curve 1m   £57.95   £48.29   702518  
Flexi Curve 3m   £174.95   £145.79   702519  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 An exceptionally useful workshop jig made of heavy duty 
transparent 10mm plastic which enables the production of 
internal and external radii or holes with the aid of bearing guided 
cutters or suitably sized guide bushes. Internal diameters are from 
30mm to 85mm by 5mm increments and external radii are 20mm, 
30mm, 40mm and 50mm. Final hole size will depend on cutter 
and guide bush diameters. 

  
Hole & Corner Jig   £27.95   £23.29   400384  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster 
Hole & Corner 
Template 

 Strong, clear plastic letter and number templates for use with any 
plunge router to write words for signs, including house names 
and numbers. The templates are used with a 13mm guide bush 
(not supplied) in the base of the router and standard 8mm cutter 
to produce 57mm high letters in upper case block characters in 
Trend Vogue type face. Available individually or as a complete set 
including cutter and template guide bush. The guide bush and 
cutter are also available as a set. For certain routers the purchase 
of the universal sub base may be necessary. 

  
A-Z Templates (4)   £40.94   £34.12   600222  
0-9 Templates (2)   £19.94   £16.62   610324  
Guide Bush & Cutter   £15.44   £12.87   900391  
6 Templates, Cutter, Guide Bush   £68.95   £57.46   600182  
Aluminium Sub-Base   £24.95   £20.79   718650  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Trend Letter & Number Templates 

 Machined from 8mm thick transparent plastic and with a circle 
radius capacity from 100mm to 610mm. The plastic must be 
centred, drilled and countersunk to suit the base mounting 
confi guration of your router. The router end is 140mm in diameter 
and hole in centre is 38mm. A sliding pivot point running in a 
central slot allows the exact circle radius to be set off against 
graduations along the edge of the trammel plate. The width of 
the plate ensures the router remains vertical and the pivot fully 
engaged while cutting. 

  
Router Compass   £33.44   £27.87   810024  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster 
Router Compass 

 Three sizes of aluminium collar to fi t guide bushes when doing 
inlay work.  They enable a single shaped template to be used to 
cut both the pocket and the matching inlay.  Collars have integral 
rubber ‘O’ rings to ensure that they stay securely on the guide bush.
N.B. Guide bush not included.
500273 gives 14.3mm (9/16”) OD. Use with 3.2mm dia cutter.
500271 gives 30mm OD. Use with 7mm dia cutter.
500272 gives 40mm OD. Use with 10mm dia cutter. 

  
7.93mm ID/14.3mm OD    £6.44   £5.37   500273  
16mm ID/30mm OD   £6.44   £5.37   500271  
20mm ID/40mm OD   £6.44   £5.37   500272  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Trend Guide 
Bush Collars 

 Scribing is necessary when fi tting a variety of materials 
in common use around the home. Classic examples 
include fi tting a kitchen worktop back against an 
uneven wall, or fi tting skirting board down onto an 
undulating fl oor surface. The Axminster Scribe-n-Trace 
makes these tasks so much easier to carry out with precision. Once 
you have one of these, we’re sure you will wonder how you ever 
managed without it. 
The body of the Scribe-n-Trace features an eccentric locking pencil 
holder which ensures the pencil is always fi rmly locked and centrally 
located. Scribe-n-Trace is supplied with its very own Axminster 
pencil and sharpener. The 17.3mm diameter tracing bush is used 
to trace scribing lines giving an offset of 8.65mm, the all important 
measurement that is needed when using a 30mm guide bush 
in conjunction with a 1/2”(12.7mm) diameter router cutter. The 
complete Scribe-n-Trace consists of a scribe body with the cam lock 
feature to secure the pencil, 80mm,  50mm, 30mm and 17.3mm 
bushes and a metal pencil sharpener. 

 Axminster Scribe-n-Trace 

  
Scribe-n-Trace   £32.45   £27.04   702689  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
Trend Combination Router Base   £79.94   £66.62   504402  
Trim Base   £28.94   £24.12   504403  
Extension Rods   £22.44   £18.70   504487  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
Airace Respirator   £39.95   £33.29   323773  
P2 fi lter (5)   £21.24   £17.70   100759  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 • For all woodworking applications including MDF dust
• P2 respiratory protection
• Head strap adjustment and rubber face seal
• One-way exhaust stops specs and goggles fogging
• P2 electrostatic replaceable fi lter
• Approved to standard BS EN 140/143 P2
• Supplied with 2 x P2 fi lters 

 Trend Airace 
Respirator 

 Specially made for routing out housings where oversized or 
undersized board is used. The template allows the groove width 
to be enlarged by simply rotating the base to a new position. The 
distance from the centre hole to the shortest edge is 100mm, 
subsequent edge distances are 101mm, 102mm, 103mm, 104mm 
and 105mm. Supplied with dual 1/4”, 8mm Centring Pin. Pre-
drilled for Trend, Elu and DeWalt routers. Can be re-drilled by user 
to suit other makes of router. Size: 200mm x 200mm x 8mm with 
1.0mm offset. 

  
Offset Trenching Base   £31.94   £26.62   900392  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Trend Offset Trenching Base 

Router not 
included
Router not 
included

 Trend 
Combination 
Router Base 
 The Trend Combination Router Base is a retro-fi t, quick change, 
multi-functional router base. When fi tted to your router, this jig 
allows better control when edge moulding by preventing the 
router tilting. Supplied with a handle for control. The CRB has 
seven functions - an offset baseplate, router compass from 19mm 
to 224mm radius, adjustable trenching with a clamp guide with 
40mm micro-adjustment, adjustable anti-tilt support, adjustable 
mortising of timber from 50mm to 200mm width, adjustable false 
panel groove copier and also enhances the Varijig frame system 
as an anti-tilt device when used with routers that can accept Euro 
style guide bushes (a special guide bush ref GB40/B is required). 
The CRB will fi t most routers with two 8mm, 10mm or 12mm 
fence rod holes at centres of 78mm to 130mm. 
An optional quick fi t edge trimming base is available for 
trimming lipping up to 16mm wide and 6mm projection. A pair 
of extension rods are also available to increase the circle cutting 
radius by 580mm.
Includes 1 x Plastic baseplate with handle,1 x Bridge, 2 x Rods 
8mm dia x 270mm, 1 x Bridge shim pack, 1 x Scale, 1 x Pivot 
pin, 1 x Pair of mortice pillars
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Templates & Bases Accessories & Hardware

 Used for guiding the router when 
using a template. Outside diameters 
range from 7.74mm to 40mm and 
with 6mm bush projection. The guide bushes have an outside 
diameter of 60mm and fi t directly to Axminster AW635R and 
AW127R, Trend T3 and T5 routers and some others with the Trend 
base confi guration. They will fi t other makes of router when used 
with the Axminster universal sub-base. 

Templates & Bases

  
Aluminium Sub-Base   £24.95   £20.79   718650  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 UJK Techology 
Universal Sub-Base 

Guidebush 
not included

 Precision Steel 
Guide Bushes 

  
10.0mm OD    £2.45   £2.04   340924  
12.0mm OD    £2.45   £2.04   340925  
14.0mm OD   £2.45   £2.04   340926  
16.0mm OD   £2.45   £2.04   340927  
18.0mm OD   £2.45   £2.04   340928  
20.0mm OD   £2.45   £2.04   340929  
22.0mm OD    £2.75   £2.29   340930  
24.0mm OD    £2.75   £2.29   340931  
26.0mm OD    £2.75   £2.29   340932  
28.0mm OD    £2.75   £2.29   340933  
30.0mm OD Guide Bush   £2.75   £2.29   340934  
32.0mm OD    £2.75   £2.29   340935  
Set of 12   £19.94   £16.62   340936  
10.8mm OD   £8.24   £6.87   500255  
11.0mm OD    £8.45   £7.04   500256  
15.8mm OD    £8.45   £7.04   500257  
17.0mm OD    £8.45   £7.04   500258  
30.0mm OD (10mm projection)   £8.94   £7.45   500265  
40.0mm OD    £8.45   £7.04   500268  
7.74mm OD    £8.45   £7.04   500269  
7.93mm OD    £8.45   £7.04   500270  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Used for guiding the router when using a 
template. The guide bushes fi t directly to 
Makita routers. These bushes fi t the Makita 
3612C, RP1801X or RP2301FCX 1/2” routers only. 

  
20mm OD   £12.95   £10.79   100337  
30mm OD   £10.94   £9.12   100343  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Makita Guide Bushes 

  13mm  

  30mm  

  17mm  

  24mm    27mm  
 A range of alternative 
guide bushes is available 
in the unique Bosch quick release guide bush system. Simply 
locked into the base by a spring loaded lever mechanism, they 
will fi t the Bosch GKF 600; GMF 1400 CE; GOF 900; GOF 900 ACE, 
GOF 900 CE; GOF 2000 CE Professional. 

 Bosch 
Guide 
Bushes 

  
13mm O/D   £15.74   £13.12   300075  
17mm O/D   £13.74   £11.45   300076  
24mm O/D   £18.74   £15.62   300077  
27mm O/D   £18.74   £15.62   300078  
30mm O/D   £16.25   £13.54   300079  
16mm O/D   £13.74   £11.45   503666  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 If you desire accuracy in your work, then we are sure you will 
appreciate the new Super Precision 30mm guide bush from our 
own machine shop here in Axminster. Turned from a solid billet 
of steel and then bright nickel plated, this guide bush offers the 
ultimate in accuracy for the discerning tradesperson. 

  
Guide Bush   £11.75   £9.79   211308  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster 
30mm Super 
Precision Guide Bush 

 A pack of ten screws (2BAx1/4”) for attaching standard guide 
bushes to a router base. Perfect for when you can’t fi nd that 
elusive screw that disappeared into the shavings on the fl oor. 

  
Screw Kit   £3.05   £2.54   702700  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Trend Guide Bush 
Mounting Screw Kit 

 A range of Leigh adaptors which will enable the 1.3/8” diameter 
American style threaded guide bushes, including Leigh standard 
guide bushes, to be fi tted to most British and European routers. 
Suitable for Leigh 711TP(7/16”), 716TP(5/8”) e7,e8 and e10 (Eliptical). 

 Leigh Adaptors 
for Threaded 
Guide Bushes 

 This screw fi xing pack contains a good 
assortment of machine screws washers 
and nuts for fi tting the Trend Universal 
Sub Base to a variety of different routers. 
It would also be useful for the mounting 
of routers into a suitable table.

Contents of kit: 
2BAx1/4” Countersunk x 2
M4 x 10mm pan head x 4
M4 x 12mm pan head x 4
M5 x 16mm pan head x 4
M5 x 20mm pan head x 2
M6 x 12mm pan head x 2

M6 x 16mm pan head x 3
M6 x 30mm pan head x 3
No. 10 UNFx1/2” pan head x 3
M6 Washer x 3
M5 Nut x 2
M6 Nut x 3  

 Trend Fixing Kit 

  
Fixing Kit   £2.75   £2.29   702699  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Metric 
Threaded 
Guide Bush Set 
 A carefully selected set of metric sized guide bushes for carrying 
out many of your template routing requirements. These threaded  
American style of guide bushes offer excellent accuracy and will 
fi t most UK routers with the addition of a threaded guide bush 
adaptor. Just select the correct adaptor for your router and enjoy the 
precision and accuracy of this great set. They will also fi t many router 
table insert plates that have a stepped central hole to accommodate 
them. Set includes 10,12,14,16,18,20,24 and 30mm guide bushes 
plus a locking ring, all neatly contained in a robust storage case.  

  
Guide Bush Set (Metric)   £29.94   £24.95   502571  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 • Aluminium sub-base with low friction surface
• Suitable for a wide variety of routers
• Accepts standard Axminster or Trend guide bushes
• Fixing kit is included 

3612C, RP1801X or RP2301FCX 1/2” routers only. 

 If you need to make up jigs for 
routing or sawing operations, then 
this is the kit for you. It contains a 
comprehensive selection of knobs and 
fi ttings, both male and female, which offers 
a wide range of jig making solutions. Kit contains 10 x 90mm tee 
bolts, 10 x 65mm tee bolts, 20 x 40mm tee bolts, 20 x 25mm tee 
bolts, 26 female knobs in various sizes, 10 male knobs with 25mm 
threaded rod, 20 x 16mm diameter washers with 6mm hole, 16 x 
screw in threaded inserts, 16 x spiked nut inserts. N.B. All fi ttings 
are threaded 1/4” Whitworth. 

routing or sawing operations, then 
this is the kit for you. It contains a 
comprehensive selection of knobs and 
fi ttings, both male and female, which offers 

 The HG-1 is designed to take 
the guesswork out of setting 
up routers, router tables and 
saw tables. It is great when 
needing to set up or replicate 
exact settings. Made with a 
solid cast iron base, it provides 
a strong, fi xed point that allows 
adjustment of the gauge without 
any movement. Providing both 
imperial and metric scales, this 
gauge also has a vernier scale for 
increased accuracy to 0.05mm, 
allowing for micro adjustments 
to settings. Measures to a 
maximum height of 180mm. 

  
HG-1 Height Gauge   £21.95   £18.29   600886  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster HG-1 
Height Gauge 

  
Jig Hardware Set   £36.95   £30.79   950114  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster 148 Piece 
Jig Making Set 

 This digital depth gauge makes 
setting router cutter depths, fence 
positions and saw blade heights 
more accurate than ever before. 
With a measuring speed of 1.5m/s, 
it’s also faster. The LCD read-out 
displays in mm, inches or fractions, 
with a resolution of 0.05mm (0.002”).  
The read-out has relative co-ordinate and absolute function. The 
gauge has an internal width of 60mm with an adjustable height 
range up to 80mm. You can use it vertically and horizontally. 
Magnets in the feet keep it in place on cast iron tables. A 
removable pin allows you to measure holes or mortice depths up 
to 50.8 (2”) deep. Auto shut-off after 5 minutes. Made of plastic. 

  
Digital Depth Gauge   £22.94   £19.12   504063  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Trend Digital 
Depth Gauge 

 A really useful robust gauge for setting 
router cutter depths, fence positions and 
saw blade heights. The precision cast 
aluminium body houses a metric laser 
etched measuring scale that enables 
measurement above and below the 
base of the gauge. This is very useful 
if you want to measure the depth of a 
groove or housing for example. The measuring scale is securely 
locked in position by a knurled knob to the rear of the gauge 
and the setting is easily checked against a clearly visible line on 
the locking mechanism. Internal width 60mm with an adjustable 
height and depth range up to 60mm. Made of cast aluminium. 
  
Depth Gauge   £18.95   £15.79   504485  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 UJK Technology 
Depth Gauge 

a strong, fi xed point that allows 
adjustment of the gauge without 
any movement. Providing both 

gauge also has a vernier scale for 
increased accuracy to 0.05mm, 
allowing for micro adjustments 

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster HG-1 

router cutter depths, fence positions and 

groove or housing for example. The measuring scale is securely 

  
Fits Bosch GOF900/1300/GMF1400CE   £21.95   £18.29   800439  
Fits Elu 177E Type 4 CMT2000 
Dewalt 625EK (702R)   £20.75   £17.29   410001  
Fits Elu 177E/177/131/DW625   £12.35   £10.29   410003  
Fits Festool OF1000, OF1010 (704R)   £20.75   £17.29   310023  
Fits Festool OF1400   £17.45   £14.54   493566  
Fits Festool OF2000/2000E (705R)   £20.75   £17.29   310024  
Fits Freud, Hitachi & Ryobi (703)   £12.35   £10.29   410006  
Fits Makita 3612C (721)   £17.94   £14.95   210889  
Fits Trend T5,T9, T11, Elu MOF 96, 96E, 
Dewalt D26204K (Leigh 710)   £17.94   £14.95   210500  
Fits Dewalt 621K, Makita RP1110C, 
Elu OF97E (Leigh 706R)   £20.94   £17.45   706  
Fits Festool OF2000/2000E (705)   £9.95   £8.29   476736  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

with a resolution of 0.05mm (0.002”).  
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SectionAccessories & Hardware

 *SAVE with a bulk discount – see online axminster.co.uk or call 03332 406406

 Threaded metal inserts are simple but 
useful items for making accurate and 
useful jigs for workshop use. To insert, drill hole to size, 8mm 
for the M6 or 10mm for the M8. The larger M8 insert taps into 
place and the smaller M6 version threads in by using a hex key. 
Available in packs of 10. 

 Threaded Metal 
Inserts for Wood 

  
M6 Inserts (8mm Hole) (Pkt 10)    £2.64   £2.20   510240  
M8 Inserts (10mm Hole) (Pkt 10)   £3.84   £3.20   510241  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Threaded pronged ‘T’ nuts are simple but useful items for making 
accurate and useful jigs for use in the workshop. To insert, drill 
hole to size, 8mm for the M6, 10mm for the M8 and 12mm for the 
M10 and gently tap home. Packs of 10. 

  
M6 Nuts (8mm O/D) (Pkt 10)   £2.45   £2.04   800402  
M8 Nuts (10mm O/D) (Pkt 10)   £2.54   £2.12   800403  
M10 Nuts (12mm O/D) (Pkt 10)   £2.94   £2.45   800401  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Threaded 
Pronged ‘T’ Nuts 
 Threaded pronged ‘T’ nuts are simple but useful items for making 

  M8 Insert  M6 Insert

 This clamp is an integral component included with our Axminster 
kitchen worktop jigs. We think that it would be so useful for 
other applications that we are now offering it as a separate 
product. If you make your own routing jigs, this clamp becomes 
indispensible for holding the jig down onto the workpiece, while 
allowing the router to pass over the top of it, due to its clever 
design. Simply cut a slot in the jig for the narrow stem of the 
clamp head and a shallow recess for the wider top part and this 
will allow unhindered routing on the top of the jig. 

  
Mounting Clamp   £5.95   £4.96   718700  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster Flush 
Mounting Clamp 

 Bessey Self Adjusting 
Toggle Clamp 

  
Self Adjusting Toggle Clamp 0 to 45mm   £19.74   £16.45   502275  
Self Adjusting Toggle Clamp 0 to 65mm   £19.94   £16.62   502276  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Threaded metal inserts are simple but 
useful items for making accurate and 
useful jigs for workshop use. To insert, drill hole to size, 8mm 

 Threaded Metal 
Inserts for Wood 

 A very useful section of aluminium T-Track which can be utilised 
for all manner of routing jigs, clamps and devices. The external 
measurements are 19 x 9.5mm deep, the slot is 8.9 x 6.4mm deep 
and the T-section is 13.6mm wide. Available in 610mm(24”) or 
915mm(36”) lengths. 

  
T-Track 610mm   £5.95   £4.96   502716  
T-Track 915mm   £7.45   £6.21   502717  
Hold Down Clamp   £5.35   £4.46   502715  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 UJK Technology Universal T-Track 

 A very useful section of aluminium T-Track which can be utilised 
for all manner of routing jigs, clamps and devices. The unique 
14° dovetail shaped section makes the track extremely useful for 
jig making, especially if a clamping action is pulling against the 
track. The external measurements overall are  915mm(36”) long, 
23 x 9.5mm deep, the slot is 8.9 x 7mm deep and the T-section is 
13.6mm wide. 

  
Dovetailed T-Track 915mm   £9.95   £8.29   502712  
Hold Down Clamp   £5.35   £4.46   502715  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 UJK 
Technology 
Dovetailed 
T-Track 

 A very useful standard mitre slot track but with a unique 14° 
dovetail shaped section which offers extra security for attaching 
the track. The external measurements overall are 915mm(36”) 
long, 31 x 12.7mm deep and the slot is 19 x 9.7mm deep. These 
tracks would be useful if making up your own router table or 
other applications where a mitre fence is used.  

 UJK Technology 
Dovetailed Mitre 
Slot Track 

  
Dovetailed Mitre Track 915mm   £9.95   £8.29   502713  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 The UJK Technology mitre slot bar is a solid aluminium section 
designed to fi t the standard 19mm mitre slot in your machine 
table. Overall dimensions are 457 x 9.5 x 19mm wide. There are 
four grub screws spaced equally along the length of the bar to 
fi ne tune the sliding fi t of the bar in your machine table slot. Three 
1/4” whitworth threaded holes are spaced equidistant along 
the length to accommodate any jigs and fi xtures that you wish 
to attach. A very useful accessory for either saw tables or router 
tables where jigs for repeated operations help to speed up the 
production of machined components. N.B. 1/4” Whitworth bolts 
will need to be sourced separately.  

  
Mitre Slot Bar 457mm   £9.95   £8.29   502714  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 UJK Technology 
Mitre Slot Bar 

 • Automatically adjusts to the clamping height
• Clamping force is variable up to 2,500 N
• Sturdy, tempered steel for a long service life
• Swivel clamp shoe with plastic protector
• High-quality, wide, two-component plastic 
• Choose 0 to 45mm or 0 to 65mm capacities 

 When the clamp is locked, the handle is 
in the vertical position. 

  
20mm (Holds 50kg)   £5.24   £4.37   500314  
35mm (Holds 100kg)   £5.54   £4.62   500315  
45mm (Holds 180kg)   £6.84   £5.70   500316  
62mm (Holds 250kg)   £7.94   £6.62   378001  
75mm (Holds 360kg)   £9.95   £8.29   500317  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Toggle Clamp Type A 

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 When the clamp is locked, the handle is 
in the horizontal position. 

  
15-35mm (Holds 50kg)   £5.45   £4.54   810468  
15-50mm (Holds 90kg)   £5.54   £4.62   500319  
30-65mm (Holds 227kg)   £5.94   £4.95   500321  
35-95mm (Holds 340kg)   £8.24   £6.87   500320  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Toggle Clamp Type B 

Technology 
Dovetailed 

 Inc.vat 

 UJK Technology 

 UJK Technology 

 Threaded pronged ‘T’ nuts are simple but useful items for making 
accurate and useful jigs for use in the workshop. To insert, drill 
hole to size, 8mm for the M6, 10mm for the M8 and 12mm for the 
M10 and gently tap home. Packs of 10. 

 A simple piston action with 
20mm travel operated with 
handle in the horizontal position. 

  
20mm Travel   £9.74   £8.12   810469  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Toggle Clamp Type C 

handle in the horizontal position. 
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Toggle Clamp Type C 

 This Bessey self adjusting toggle clamp allows movement of the 
handle to be converted into an axial movement of the push/
pull rod. It has automatic distance adjustment up to 16mm with 
unchanged clamping force without manual changes. A set screw, 
on the cantilevered joint, adjusts the clamping force to your 
particular needs: 10mm up to 1,100N and 16mm up to 2,500N. 
The injection moulded handle is broad which makes setting the 
clamp a comfortable operation. 

  
Push/Pull 0-10mm Length 181mm   £20.94   £17.45   503893  
Push/Pull 0-16mm Length 225mm   £21.95   £18.29   503894  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Bessey Self Adjusting Push Pull 
Toggle Clamp 

 This Bessey self adjusting toggle clamp automatically adjusts 
to the height of your workpiece within a 20mm range, whilst 
the clamping force remains unchanged. This means the fi ddly 
manual adjustment of the pressure screw is a thing of the past. A 
set screw, on the cantilevered joint, adjusts the clamping force to 
your particular needs, up to 1,100N. The clamp is mounted with 
the angled baseplate. The injection moulded handle is broad 
which makes setting the clamp a comfortable operation. As a 
result they are perfectly suited for use in small-scale production 
situations. In clamped position the handle is horizontal. 

  
Toggle Clamp Angled Base   £19.94   £16.62   503892  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Bessey Self Adjusting Hold Down 
Toggle Clamp Angled Base 
 Bessey Self Adjusting Hold Down 
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WorkholdingRouting Hardware

 Leigh Surface 
Hold-Down 
Clamp 
 No holes, no problem! Leigh Surface Clamps can be mounted 
wherever that “third hand” is needed. Like the Bench Clamp, the 
Surface Clamp mounts on any fl at surface and at any angle. Use 
them anywhere, on the top of your workbench or mount them 
vertically on the side of the bench. Or, use a combination of 
Surface and Bench Clamps together.
The large holes in the anchor act as drill guides. Just position the 
large holes where you want the centre line of the clamp and drill 
two 7mm(9/32”) holes. Rotate the anchor 180° and use two 1/4” 
- 20 machine screws from the bottom of the bench to hold the 
anchor securely. 

  
Surface Clamp (1)   £38.75   £32.29   702818  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Leigh Bench Clamps provide exceptional holding power and 
that “extra hand” you need for many tasks in the workshop. These 
clamps were designed to be used in the 19mm(3/4”) bench 
dog holes found in most workbenches. The long 9.5mm(3/8”) 
threaded rod and speed nut allow the clamp to be used in 
benches up to 108mm(4.1/4”) thick.
Alternatively, the unique design of the included threaded brass 
nut allows the Bench Clamp to be used in any size hole from 
11mm(7/16”) to 28mm(1.1/8”) and on any fl at surface. You can 
even mount them vertically! 
  
Bench Clamp (1)   £38.75   £32.29   702817  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Leigh Bench 
Hold-Down 
Clamp 

  Rail fi tted with Universal 
Base and saw (not included)  

  Adjustable back stop  

 ProGrip guide clamps offer a versatile and secure work 
holding/clamping method and also form the basis of a 
power tool guide system for routers, circular saws etc. They 
are available in three lengths, based on an aluminium 
extrusion. All the clamps incorporate a scale for setting 
lengths and stop positions and T-slots for attaching 
an assortment of accessories forming an exceptionally 
versatile system. The positive clamping mechanism has 
three progressive clamping pressures, allowing for fi nal 
positioning before securely locking. 
Accessories available for the ProGrip clamps are - Back to 
back adaptors secure two clamps back to back so one 
clamps to the bench whilst the other holds a workpiece. 
Length stop for limiting the travel of the router when cutting 
stopped grooves, panel mouldings etc. Featherboard for use with 
fences and guides. Adjustable backstop for setting the position of 
the clamp guides relative to the edge of a bench or worktable. Jaw 
blocks fi t over the existing jaw and widen the grip area. Universal 
base for your router or portable circular saw. 450mm fence will 
attach to the guide clamp and replace an existing fence.  

  
Clamp Guide 610mm   £22.74   £18.95   010018  
Clamp Guide 915mm   £27.44   £22.87   010019  
Clamp Guide 1,270mm   £33.44   £27.87   010020  
Back to Back Adaptors (Pkt 8)    £12.95   £10.79   010021  
Adjustable Back Stop   £19.44   £16.20   200203  
Featherboard   £12.24   £10.20   010022  
Jaw Blocks (Pair)   £7.94   £6.62   600854  
Universal Base   £19.94   £16.62   210007  
Aluminium Fence 450mm    £23.45   £19.54   210016  
90° Head   £6.65   £5.54   950113  
Side by Side Adaptors   £16.25   £13.54   950112  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 ProGrip Guide Clamp 

 For free hand routing or orbital 
sanding this sheet of special non-slip 
material makes clamps unnecessary. The 
open weave allows dust or chips to fall through preventing a 
build-up of waste causing a loss of grip. Works like magic, with 
many and varied uses. Size 600 x 900mm. 

  
Anti-Slip Mat   £6.95   £5.79   340208  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster 
Anti-Slip Mat 

 for limiting the travel of the router when cutting 

  Length Stop  

 Very useful dual purpose clamp and guide rails. Used as a guide 
rail, they can be clamped across the width of a board to provide a 
fi rm straight edge to guide a jigsaw, router or circular saw and as 
a clamp they can be used to provide light pressure when gluing 
up multi-board panels. Two clamps bolted back-to-back will grip 
both the bench and the work at the same time, leaving both 
hands free to work with the tools. A pair of nuts and bolts are 
supplied with the clamp for this purpose. 

  
610mm(24”)    £14.45   £12.04   340950  
610mm(24”) x 2    £27.44   £22.87   340951  
915mm(36”)    £17.45   £14.54   340952  
915mm(36”) x 2   £32.95   £27.46   340953  
1,270mm(50”)    £19.44   £16.20   340954  
1,270mm(50”) x 2   £35.95   £29.96   340955  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Guide Clamps 

 These low cost hold down clamps are designed to be used with the 
standard UJK Technology T-tracks or the Dovetailed T-track. With a 
clamping width of 30mm and a thickness capacity of up to 50mm 
these clamps would be excellent for use with your own custom-made 
jigs.  

  
Hold Down Clamp   £5.35   £4.46   502715  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 UJK Technology 
Hold Down Clamps 

 A very useful pair of clamps for attaching a wooden sub-fence to 
your circular saw or bandsaw. 
The clever design allows you to drill an 8.5mm hole in the top 
of your fence and the clamp holds the fence securely in place 
leaving the face free from obstruction. The unique clamping 
action could be useful for many other jig type applications where 
the top surface needs to be free from obstructions.  

  
Fence Clamps (Pair)   £11.45   £9.54   502711  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 UJK Technology 
Universal Fence 
Clamps (Pair) 

sanding this sheet of special non-slip 
material makes clamps unnecessary. The 

 More accessories  for 
routing available online...

 axminster.co.uk/routing

  
Female M6 Knob   £0.95   £0.79   953478  
Female M8 Knob   £1.04   £0.87   953479  
Female M10 Knob   £1.14   £0.95   953480  
Male M6 x 20mm Knob   £1.04   £0.87   953481  
Male M8 x 30mm Knob   £1.14   £0.95   953482  
Male M10 x 40mm Knob   £1.34   £1.12   953483  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster 
Star Knobs 

 Leigh Bench 
Hold-Down 
Clamp  Axminster Locking Levers 

  
Female M6 ABS   £1.64   £1.37   953457  
Female M8 ABS   £1.74   £1.45   953458  
Female M10 ABS   £2.15   £1.79   953459  
Female M12 ABS   £2.75   £2.29   953460  
Male M6 x 40mm ABS   £1.64   £1.37   953461  
Male M8 x 40mm ABS   £1.85   £1.54   953462  
Male M10 x 50mm ABS   £2.24   £1.87   953463  
Male M12 x 50mm ABS   £2.94   £2.45   953464  
Female M6 Alloy   £1.55   £1.29   953465  
Female M8 Alloy   £1.64   £1.37   953466  
Female M10 Alloy   £2.04   £1.70   953467  
Female M12 Alloy   £2.64   £2.20   953468  
Male M6 x 40mm Alloy   £1.64   £1.37   953470  
Male M8 x 40mm Alloy   £1.74   £1.45   953471  
Male M10 x 50mm Alloy   £2.15   £1.79   953472  
Male M12 x 63mm Alloy   £2.84   £2.37   953473  
Male M16 x 63mm Alloy   £3.95   £3.29   953474  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
M6 x 50 Parallel Knob   £1.64   £1.37   953475  
M8 x 63 Parallel Knob   £1.94   £1.62   953476  
M10 x 80 Parallel Knob   £2.15   £1.79   953477  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster 
Control Handles 

  
50m x 19mm   £11.45   £9.54   211301  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Double 
Sided Tape 
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
Sheet 915mm x 100mm x 3mm   £7.25   £6.04   340218  
Sheet 915mm x 100mm x 6mm   £12.44   £10.37   340219  
Tape 915mm x 75mm x 1mm   £7.14   £5.95   340221  
Tape 915mm x 19mm x 1mm   £4.94   £4.12   340222  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Slick Low 
Friction Material 
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Friction Material 

Ex.vat Code

 UJK Technology 
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Router Tables Router Table Accessories

  Model  
Rating  
 Table Size  
 Table Height  
 Fence Size  
 Dust Extraction Outlet  

Comparison Chart - Router Tables

  Stop block attaches 
to fence for stopped 
chamfers or rebates  

  Supplied fi ngerboard 
attached to fence for 
safer controlled cutting  

 Benchtop Router Table
 Light Trade
 609 x 406mm
 -
 600mm
 58mm

 This is an excellent compact router table. With a 
609 x 406mm router table top and a useful base 
cabinet, this table is designed with space saving in 
mind, but still offers great facilities for use on site or 
in the workshop. Included is a full width fence with 
a feather board and length stop running in a T track. The fence 
wings are adjustable for width and the whole assembly can be 
moved backwards or forwards in T section tracks embedded in 
the table surface. A 58mm dust extraction port and an adjustable 
safety guard are also provided. The cabinet is made from 
melamine coated composite material and has two doors with 
concealed cabinet hinges.  Internal dimensions are 530 x 330mm 
with a height of 395mm. The phenolic insert plate is the same size 
as used in our other Axminster router tables and can be upgraded 
with our aluminium router plate if required. Many types of router 
can be accommodated by simply drilling the insert plate to suit 
the base of your router and instructions for this are included. This 
router table is the nicest bench top unit we have ever seen and 
justifi es a place in many small workshops. 

  
Premier Benchtop Router Table   £149.94   £124.95   951186  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster Premier 
Benchtop Router Table 

 Featherboards are a great accessory for the safe and effi cient 
use of router tables, circular saws and spindle moulders. The 
Axminster arched featherboard offers increased functionality 
for the machining of wider boards and is well suited for use on 
a router table set-up. This clever, robust design also acts as an 
effi cient guard during use and has a natural tendency to pull the 
material towards the fence. Dimensions are 260 x 115 x 60mm 
and the vertical slots are 238mm between centres. 

  
Arched Featherboard   £7.25   £6.04   950028  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster 
Arched 
Featherboard 
 Featherboards are a great accessory for the safe and effi cient 

Featherboard 

  
Collet Extension   £34.94   £29.12   211367  
13.0mm -12.0mm (1/2”)   £8.94   £7.45   910215  
8.0mm - 7.0mm (8mm)   £8.94   £7.45   910210  
7.0mm - 6.0mm (1/4”)   £8.94   £7.45   910209  
4.0mm - 3.0mm (1/8”)   £8.94   £7.45   910206  
Combination Spanner - 27mm   £10.14   £8.45   423927  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 A solid and well made mitre fence with a 19mm 
wide x 9.5mm x 320mm long steel bar and a 
very robust die-cast body. Suited for use in a 
plain routed slot, aluminium track or a grooved 
machine bed. The vertical face is some 130mm wide and 40mm 
high and has two recessed slots used for fi xing a wooden sub fence. 

 A strong rigid plastic push stick suitable for use with many machines. 

  
Push Stick   £2.75   £2.29   100237  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster 
Push Stick 

 A solid and well made mitre fence with a 19mm 
wide x 9.5mm x 320mm long steel bar and a 
very robust die-cast body. Suited for use in a 
plain routed slot, aluminium track or a grooved 
machine bed. The vertical face is some 130mm wide and 40mm 

 Axminster Router 
Table Mitre Fence 

  
Mitre Fence   £17.94   £14.95   510317  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

7

 This substantial fence is fi tted to the smaller models of the 
Axminster spindle moulder but it would also make a great fence 
if you wanted to make up your own router table. Made from cast 
alloy with extruded alloy fence wings, it includes a 100mm dust 
extraction port. The wings can be individually adjusted for depth 
and width, and have grub screws to allow adjustments to ensure 
that the wings are parallel with each other. Easily fi tted to a table 
with just two holes to be drilled. Optional accessories include 
segmented fence wings and a hold down/guide set. 

  
Spindle Moulder Fence   £122.94   £102.45   953434
WS-C/1F Integral Fence   £64.94   £54.12   951688
Work Guides   £61.94   £51.62   953437      

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster 
Router 
Table Fence 

Router Table Accessories

 Axcaliber 
Router Collet 
Extension
 •  Made in Axminster using the latest CNC production techniques
• Perfect for router table use
• Collet supplied for 1/2” shank cutters
• Range of collet sizes available
• Shank length 35mm Body length 40mm 
• Please note : Collet nut requires a 27mm spanner

 Model  Trade LSD7
 Rating  Trade
 Table Size  800mm x 600mm
 Table Height  915mm
 Fence Size  820mm
 Dust Extraction Outlet  65mm

 This router table has many great features that will benefi t the 
trade or keen hobby woodworker, including an extra thick, coated 
MDF top and a robust 38mm box section steel stand. The top is 
30mm thick and is fi tted with alloy “T” tracks for the fence and 
a 19mm “T” track for optional mitre fences etc. It is also fi tted 
with the UJK Technology 6mm aluminium insert plate which 
is adjustable for height to make it fl ush with the top surface. 
The stand lends itself to a shelf or storage cupboard to be fi tted 
and has height adjustable feet to accommodate the inevitable 
uneven workshop fl oor! A comprehensive fence is included, with 
adjustable wings for small planing work as well as a featherboard 
and 65mm diameter dust extraction hood. Several UJK Technology 
accessories can be fi tted, such as the Precision Mitre Fence and 
Router Elevator system to further upgrade this table. This is a great 
mid priced router table, well made and with great functionality. 

  
Trade LSD7 Router Table   £259.94   £216.62   505125  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster Trade 
LSD7 Router Table 

 Axminster Premier 

 When mounting a router 
into a router table or 
positioning a guide bush 
accurately in a router base, 
some sort of centring 
device can be a really useful aid. The Bosch Centring Cone is an 
excellent aid for accurate set-up. The cone is supplied with two 
interchangeable shafts which have a different diameter on each 
end. This allows fi tting to a range of collets to suit your router. 
They will fi t the following sizes: 1/2”(12.7mm), 1/4”(6.35mm), 8mm 
and 12mm.  

  
Centreing Cone   £22.25   £18.54   504673  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Bosch 
Centring 
Cone 
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       Router Tables

Featherboards

 The UJK Technology compact router tables are solid, dependable 
units that should give many years of useful service. Three table 
top options are available in cast iron, phenolic and MDF, all 
sharing the same fence and leg stand. The benefi ts of using 
cast iron for the manufacture of machine tables are well known 
especially where vibration damping and stability are paramount. 
The cast iron 686 x 406 x 40mm top is fi nely ground offering 
minimum resistance to the workpiece as it is passed over the 
surface. The slightly smaller 600 x 400 x 22mm phenolic top is 
a great choice especially if your workshop or shed suffers from 

dampness or condensation. This very stable material is also used 
in the manufacture of our worktop jigs. Finally, the 600 x 400 x 
32mm MDF top version is our great value option for the cost 
conscious woodworker. If you don’t have room in your workshop 
for a full sized router table then the ‘compact’ would be a great 
choice.  There are many complex routing operations that can only 
be carried out using a table set-up and, although smaller than 
its bigger brothers, these little gems still offer some excellent 
features. The aperture in the table top is designed to accept the 
UJK router elevator and a range of other dedicated insert options. 

The fence is a beautifully made, single piece aluminium section 
supplied with a transparent dust port for effi cient extraction 
from above the table. Provision is made for the fi tting of guards 
and accessories with a T-slot at both the top and front of the 
fence. An adjustable transparent guard is included for your safety. 
Adjustable scales are provided for attachment at either side of 
the table and the fence is attached to these and locks into place 

in the required position. A scale is also provided for the top of the 
fence with the zero position at the centre. Adjustable in-feed and 
out-feed fences attach to either side of the aluminium section 
and the central aperture can be opened and closed according to 
the diameter of the cutter in use. Measures 789 x 90mm.

The compact leg stand is of sturdy construction and provision 
is made for storage of the supplied mitre fence assembly. 
Measuring 370mm high, with a footprint of 580 x 390mm, this leg 
stand is such a useful size and could also be used for mounting 
many other machines.  

 The UJK Technology professional router table is a solid, 
dependable unit that will give many years of useful service. The 
benefi ts of using cast iron for the manufacture of machine tables 
are well known especially where vibration damping and stability 
are paramount. The quality of the surface grinding on this table 
is superb, offering little resistance when passing stock across the 
table during use. If you have room in your workshop for a full 
sized router table, you will wonder how you managed without 
one. There are many complex routing operations that can only 
be carried out using a table set-up. The aperture in the table top 
is designed to accept our router elevator and when fi tted with 
this unit you will have yourself an excellent versatile set-up. Top 
measures 812 x 610mm.
The fence is a superb quality single aluminium section supplied 
with a transparent dust port for effi cient extraction from 
above the table. Provision is made for the fi tting of guards and 
accessories with a T-slot at both the top and front of the fence. 
An adjustable transparent guard is included for your safety. 
Adjustable scales are provided for attachment at either side of 
the table and the fence is attached to these and locks into place 
at the required position. A scale is also provided for the top of the 
fence with the zero position at the centre. Adjustable in-feed and 
out-feed fences attach to either side of the aluminium section and 
the central aperture can be opened and closed according to the 
diameter of the cutter in use. Fence measures 904 x 90mm high.

The UJK Technology ‘professional’ leg stand is of sturdy 
construction with a foot operated retractable castor for excellent 
mobility around the workshop. A neat rack is provided for keeping 
your most popular router cutters to hand and provision is made 
for storage of the supplied mitre fence assembly. Stand height 
including cast iron top 930mm. 

  
Horizontal Featherboards (Pair)   £12.95   £10.79   502750  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 UJK Technology 
Professional Router Tables 

 Featherboards are a great accessory for the safe and effi cient 
use of router tables, circular saws and spindle moulders. The 
Axminster arched featherboard offers increased functionality 
for the machining of wider boards and is well suited for use on 
a router table set-up. This clever robust design also acts as an 
effi cient guard during use and has a natural tendency to pull the 
material towards the fence. Dimensions are 260 x 115 x 60mm 
and the vertical slots are 238mm between centres. 

  
Arched Featherboard   £7.25   £6.04   950028  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster 
Arched 
Featherboard 
 Featherboards are a great accessory for the safe and effi cient 

Optional dust extraction 
box available

  Shown with 
optional UJK 
dust extraction 
box fi tted (not 
included)  

  
Compact Phenolic   £264.96   £220.80   717206  
Compact MDF   £229.96   £191.63   717207  
Compact Cast Iron   £284.95   £237.46   717126  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 UJK Technology 
Compact Router Tables 

  
Professional Phenolic   £399.95   £333.29   717204  
Professional MDF   £309.95   £258.29   717205  
Professional Cast Iron   £449.95   £374.96   717127  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  Shown with 
optional UJK 
dust extraction 
box fi tted (not 

  Graduated adjustment 
scale supplied with fence  

 Featherboards are an excellent accessory for safer routing. They 
simply attach to your router table with the supplied T-bolts and 
provide extra support for the workpiece as it is being passed 
across the cutter. The amount of applied pressure is sustained over 
a wide area so you are less likely to experience breakout or chatter 
on the workpiece. The UJK Technology horizontal featherboards 
can be used as singles at either side of the cutter or doubled up 
for extra support when machining a larger section of timber. Each 
featherboard offers 20mm depth of support and when stacked 
together, using the supplied spacers, the depth increases to 66mm. 

 UJK Technology Double 
Horizontal Featherboards 

Compact Cast Iron 

 These featherboards are an excellent accessory for safer routing. 
They simply attach to your router table fence with the supplied 
T-bolts and provide extra support for the workpiece as it is being 
passed across the cutter. The amount of applied pressure is sustained 
over a wide area so you are less likely to experience breakout or 
chatter on the workpiece. The UJK Technology vertical featherboards 
should be positioned at each side of the cutter offering downward 
pressure on both the infeed and outfeed sides of the table. 

  
Vertical Featherboards (Pair)   £8.45   £7.04   502751  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 UJK Technology 
Vertical 
Featherboards
 These featherboards are an excellent accessory for safer routing. 

 UJK Technology 
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Section  Router Tables

  
Cast Iron 815 x 615 x 40mm   £254.94   £212.45   502535  
Phenolic 800 x 600 x 22mm   £199.94   £166.62   502745  
MDF 800 x 600 x 32mm   £119.94   £99.95   502743  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 UJK Technology 
Professional Router 
Table Top s
 • UJK Professional Cast Iron Router Table Top
• Designed to accept UJK leg stand and fence
• Top measures 815 x 615 x 40mm
• Range of insert options available
• Dust collection box available 

 The UJK Technology Professional Leg Stand is of sturdy 
construction with a foot operated retractable castor for excellent 
mobility around the workshop. A neat rack is provided for 
keeping your most popular router cutters to hand and provision 
is made for storage of the supplied mitre fence assembly. Stand 
height approximately 890mm. 

We recently launched the UJK Technology Professional and Compact cast iron router tables. They have proved to be very popular and we are now able to 
offer some alternative options for these robust high specifi cation units. 
A professional router table in the workshop opens up a whole new range of projects that you can tackle and the compact option would make taking a router table on site a viable proposition. 
So once you have decided which size of table you require and then selected the appropriate leg stand and fence, you can then decide whether a cast iron, phenolic or MDF top would be best 
for your needs. For mounting your router we also have three options of table inserts to choose from: 6mm aluminium, 10mm phenolic and a 10mm aluminium version with a universal base 
attachment, not forgetting the UJK router elevator is designed to fi t these tables too. Space doesn’t allow full details of all these products but in-depth information can be found on our website 
www.axminster.co.uk/routing.

  
Professional Leg Stand   £129.95   £108.29   502536  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 UJK 
Technology 
Professional  
Router Table 
Leg Stand 
 The UJK Technology Professional Leg Stand is of sturdy 
construction with a foot operated retractable castor for excellent 

www.axminster.co.uk/routing.
attachment, not forgetting the UJK router elevator is designed to fi t these tables too. Space doesn’t allow full details of all these products but in-depth information can be found on our website 

 The UJK Technology Compact Leg Stand with splayed legs is of 
sturdy construction, very stable and of a size that offers portability 
around the workshop or on site. Provision is made for storage of 
the supplied mitre fence assembly. Measuring 370mm high, with 
a footprint of 580 x 390mm, this leg stand is such a useful size and 
could also be used for mounting many other small machines.  
  
Compact Leg Stand   £79.94   £66.62   502533  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 UJK Technology 
Compact  Router 
Table Leg Stand 

  
Compact Cast Iron   £139.94   £116.62   502532  
Phenolic 600 x 400 x 22mm   £109.94   £91.62   502746  
MDF 600 x 400 x 32mm   £74.94   £62.45   502744  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 • UJK Technology Compact Cast Iron Router Table Top
• Designed to accept UJK leg stand and fence
• Top measures 686 x 406 x 40mm
• Range of insert options available
• Dust collection box available 

 UJK Technology 
Compact Router 
Table Top s

  
6mm Aluminium   £49.94   £41.62   502749  
10mm Aluminium   £94.94   £79.12   502748  
10mm Phenolic   £47.94   £39.95   502747  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 •  UJK Technology router 
table insert plates

• Threaded lead-in pin 
• To fi t 230 x 306mm aperture
• Twist lock insert ring supplied with wrench
• Range of central insert rings available
• 10mm aluminium fi tted with universal mounting base 

 UJK Technology Router 
Table Insert Plate s

 • Dust collection device
• Effi cient extraction from above and below the table
• Access door with magnetic catch
• 63mm extraction hose included
•100mm outlet 

 UJK Technology 
Dust Extraction Box 

  
Dust Extraction Box   £59.94   £49.95   502538  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code   

Quick Stop   £15.44   £12.87   502569  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 •  A hinged stop to fi t the UJK 
Technology router tables

•  An excellent device for stopped 
chamfers or rebates 

•  Attaches to the top of the router 
table fence

•  Simply fl ips up out of the way 
when not required 

 UJK Technology Quick Stop 

  
NVR Switch 230V   £18.95   £15.79   910065  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 •  Versatile NVR switch for 
remote switching of table 
mounted power tools

•  Offers very convenient 
solution 

 Power Tool 
NVR Switch 

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
Pro Fence Assembly   £89.94   £74.95   502537  
Compact Fence Assembly   £79.94   £66.62   502534  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 • Fences to fi t UJK Technology router tables
• Adjustable infeed and outfeed fences
• T-slot for accessories at the top and front of the fences
• Graduated scale provided along top of fences
• Transparent dust port for effi cient extraction
• The professional fence measures 904 x 90mm high
• The compact fence measures 789 x 90mm 

 UJK Technology Professional  
Router Table Fence s

Router Elevator 

 Raising and lowering a router in a table set-up can be a chore if 
you have to reach under the table each time you need to change 
the depth of cut. Being able to carry out this operation from above 
the table makes life so much easier, allowing height adjustments 
to be made quickly and accurately. The UJK Technology router 
elevator is a logical solution for fast, accurate production on many 
router table installations. This compact design was developed 
by us to fi t straight into our own router tables and most table 
set-ups can accommodate this size of insert (305 x 229 x 6mm). 
The unit can be made to fi t fl ush into the tabletop by the 

provision of levelling screws at each corner of the table insert. 
Height adjustment is carried out by inserting a handle through 
a measurement dial set into the machine table. Each rotation of 
the handle raises or lowers the cutter by exactly 2mm and the 
integral scale is graduated into increments enabling very accurate 
adjustments to be carried out. The router elevator is supported on 
all four corners by a substantial threaded rod which means that 
the router stays very stable in use. A locking mechanism is fi tted 
so that the height of the router can be securely locked in any 
desired position. The rise and fall mechanism is chain driven which 
is an endless loop connecting the sprockets and is both easy and 
positive in action. Routers are attached to the router elevator 
either directly or with the use of the supplied adaptor plate. N.B. 
Machine screws will be required to attach your router to this 
product and the thread size will vary according to router type. 

 The standard central insert supplied with the router elevator 
and other UJK Technology router table insert plates has a 38mm 
diameter central hole. We are now able to offer a replacement for 
this plus some alternative sizes so that the space between the 
cutter being used and the edge of the insert can be kept as close 
as possible. We also offer a blank insert with no hole in case you 
want to create your own custom fi t. Another option is a guide 
bush adaptor to enable the fi tting of American style threaded 
guide bushes. The stepped central hole provides a secure 
accurate mount for your guide bush when carrying out template 
routing operations or curved work. Also available is a set of four 
inserts offering a considerable saving on the individual inserts. 
Set includes 12.6mm, 38mm, 63.4mm plus a guide bush adaptor.  

UJK Technology 
Inserts

  
Router Elevator   £239.94   £199.95   502701  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
Set of Four  Insert s  £46.96   £39.13   717135  
12.6mm dia hole   £13.45   £11.21   502565  
38mm dia hole   £13.45   £11.21   502566  
63.4mm dia hole   £13.45   £11.21   502567  
Guide Bush Adaptor   £14.45   £12.04   502525  
Blank Insert   £11.45   £9.54   951187  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 UJK Technology 
Router Elevator 
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Axcaliber TCT Router Cutters      All dimensions in mmRouter Cutters

Router Cutters
 These premium brand router cutters are 
produced using advanced technology on 
up-to-the-minute multi axis CNC machinery. 
Shanks are made from SAE4140 steel 
hardened to Rockwell 45RC, renowned for its 
hardness and strength, and the tips are made 
from diamond ground micrograin tungsten 
carbide. A polished fi nish ensures a durable, 
clean cutter capable of holding a sharp 
edge and a thick Tefl on coating enables the 
cutters to remain free of resin. All cutters are 
produced with high shearing angles.

hardness and strength, and the tips are made 

 This set comprises four of the cutters 
most commonly used  by kitchen 
fi tters. These include: 2 x 60mm long 
x 12.7 mm (1/2”) diameter, 2 fl ute 
1/2” shank straight cutters for cutting 
worktop joints using a Postform jig, 1 
x 50mm long x 12.7 mm (1/2”) diameter, 2 fl ute 1/2” shank straight 
cutter with bottom cut for plunge cutting through laminated and 
melamine faced board for sink and hob cut-outs etc, 1 x 25mm 
long x 12.7 mm (1/2”) diameter, 2 fl ute 1/2” shank fl ush bearing 
trimming cutter, for trimming laminates, lippings and for template 
following applications.
1/2” shank only. An economical way of purchasing four very 
useful high quality cutters.  

 A range of useful single fl ute 1/4”(6.3mm) shank 
cutters in metric and imperial sizes. Single fl ute cutters 
allow smaller cutting diameters and are useful for 
inlays/stringing etc. The tips are made from diamond 
ground micrograin tungsten carbide for durability.  

 Axcaliber Single Flute 
Straight Router Cutters 

 • 12 piece set consists of:
•  3 x Two Flute straight cutters 

6.3, 12.7 & 19mm dia
• 1 x 6.3mm Radius Box cutter
•  1 x 12.7mm Template Profi le 

cutter with bearing
• 1 x 45° Vee Groove cutter
•  1 x 12.7mm Radius Rounding 

Over cutter with bearing
•  1 x 12.7mm Radius Cove 

cutter with bearing

•  1 x 45° Chamfer cutter with 
bearing

•  1 x 9.5mm Rebate cutter with 
bearing

•  1 x 6.3mm Radius Roman 
Ogee cutter

•  1 x 12.7mm 14° Dovetail 
cutter 

 Axcaliber 
12 Piece 
1/2”(12.7mm) 
Long Shank Router Cutter Set 

 1/2”(12.7mm) shank cutters are less susceptible to vibration or 
chatter making them a good choice if you have a router with a 
1/2”(12.7mm) collet. The 48mm long shanks of these cutters are 
very useful for many other applications where reach of standard 
shank cutters is insuffi cient, for example router table use or 
when a sub base is in use. A comprehensive range of cutters are 
included in this set. 

  
Cutter Set - S=1/2”(12.7mm)   £134.94   £112.45   666066  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
 3   8                               £8.45   £7.04   666248  
 4   10                               £8.45   £7.04   666249  
 5   12                               £8.45   £7.04   666250  
 3.175   9.53                               £8.45   £7.04   666111  
 3.175   12.7                               £8.75   £7.29   666112  
 6.35   19.05                               £8.75   £7.29   666115  
 6.35   25.4                               £8.94   £7.45   666116  

  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

  
 12.7   50                              Each  £20.45   £17.04   502523  
 12.7   50                              Pack of 5  £83.94   £69.95   502524  

  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 When fi tting kitchen worktops using a worktop jig, it 
is necessary for the router cutter to be long enough 
to extend below the bottom of the worktop but 
retain a suffi cient length of shank in the router collet. 
This can be diffi cult to achieve with some routers 
and with this in mind we have introduced a worktop 
cutter featuring a longer shank than usually found 
on this type of cutter. These cutters also feature a 
bottom cut insert for effi cient plunge cuts. Available 
individually or in packs of fi ve. 50mm depth of cut, 
12.7mm diameter and 107mm overall in length.  

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Kitchen 
Worktop Cutter 
(Long Shank) 

 Axcaliber Kitchen 
Fitter’s Router 
Cutter Set 

  
Cutter Set  - S=1/2”(12.7mm)   £56.95   £47.46   719615  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 This pack of fi ve TCT cutters represent fantastic value for the 
kitchen fi tter, but don’t forget, you can use them for many other 
routing tasks too. 50 x 12.7mm x 1/2”(12.7mm)shank. 

 Axcaliber Kitchen Worktop 
Router Cutters Trade Pack 

  
Kitchen Worktop Cutters Trade Pack   £39.95   £33.29   951808  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 A range of Axcaliber metric twin fl ute HSS 
cutters offered as an alternative to the more 
common tungsten tipped cutters. Although 
high speed steel cutters are not suitable for 
machining abrasive materials, they do offer a 
superior fi nish when used on softwoods.  

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Metric High 
Speed Steel Cutters 

  
 9.53   25.4                                  £15.95   £13.29   666081  
 12.7   31.75                                  £16.44   £13.70   666082  
 12.7   50.8                                  £20.45   £17.04   666083  
 15.88   25.4                                  £19.44   £16.20   666084  
 19.05   38.1                                  £23.45   £19.54   666085  
 25.4   31.75                                  £23.45   £19.54   666110  

  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 These shank cutters with a bottom cut insert would 
be a good choice for plunging type cuts such as 
those used for stopped grooves or morticing. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Twin Flute 
Straight Router Cutters 
with Bottom Cut Insert 

  
 4.76   12.7                                  £9.95   £8.29   666119  
 6   20                                  £9.44   £7.87   666251  
 6.35   19.05                                  £9.95   £8.29   666122  
 6.35   25.4                                  £9.95   £8.29   666123  
 7   20                                  £9.44   £7.87   502559  
 7.94   25.4                                  £10.44   £8.70   666125  
 8   20                                  £9.44   £7.87   666252  
 9   20                                  £13.94   £11.62   666254  
 9.53   19.05                                  £10.44   £8.70   666002  
 9.53   31.75                                  £10.94   £9.12   666127  
 10   25                                  £15.95   £13.29   666260  
 11   20                                  £14.94   £12.45   666261  
 12   25                                  £16.94   £14.12   666262  
 12.7   19.05                                  £10.94   £9.12   666130  
 12.7   31.75                                  £11.45   £9.54   666131  
 14   20                                  £16.94   £14.12   666253  
 15.88   25.4                                  £17.45   £14.54   341159  
 16   25                                  £19.94   £16.62   666255  
 18   20                                  £19.94   £16.62   666256  
 19   20                                  £19.94   £16.62   666257  
 19.05   19.05                                  £12.95   £10.79   666132  
 20   20                                  £19.94   £16.62   666258  
 25   20                                  £21.95   £18.29   666259  

  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

  £13.70   666082  
  £17.04   666083  
  £16.20   666084  
  £19.54   666085  
  £19.54   666110    £19.54   666110  

 If you are looking for dependable high 
performance twin fl ute cutters, then we offer an 
excellent range of Axcaliber individual cutters  
in both metric and imperial sizes with either 
1/4”(6.35mm) or 1/2”(12.7mm) shank sizes.  

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Twin Flute 
Straight Router Cutters 
- 1/4”(6.35mm) 

    
 5   11                                  £10.44   £8.70   502674  
 6   16                                  £11.94   £9.95   502675  
 8   20                                  £12.44   £10.37   502676  
 10   20                                  £12.95   £10.79   502677  
 12   20                                 £16.00   £14.12   502678  

  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Two impressive looking collections of TCT cutters with either 
6.3mm(1/4”) or 12.7mm(1/2”) shanks. Both sets include cutters 
for a wide range of routing applications, from basic rebating 
and grooving through to decorative moulding and dovetailing. 
Supplied in an aluminium carry case, each with its designated 
storage position. An excellent starter set for those new to routing 
and wishing to explore the potential of their router. 

 24 Piece Value Router Cutter Set 

  
1/4” Shank (24 Pce)   £35.94   £29.95   610166  
1/2” Shank (24 Pce)   £37.94   £31.62   152001  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code
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All dimensions in mm       Axcaliber TCT Router Cutters

 *SAVE with a bulk discount – see online axminster.co.uk or call 03332 406406

  
 12.7   12.7             45°                     £12.95   £10.79   666173  
 12.7   15.88             60°                     £13.44   £11.20   666272  
 19.05   15.88             45°                     £15.95   £13.29   666269  

  
 12.7   19.05                                  £13.94   £11.62   666106  
 12.7   25.4                                  £13.94   £11.62   666107  
 15.88   19.05                                  £15.44   £12.87   666108  
 15.88   25.4                                  £16.44   £13.70   666109  
 19.05   25.4                                  £17.94   £14.95   666088  

  
 6.35   19                                  £11.45   £9.54   666098  
 9.52   25.4                                  £11.45   £9.54   666099  
 12.7   13                                  £11.45   £9.54   666100  
 12.7   25.4                                  £11.45   £9.54   666101  
 12.7   32                                  £12.44   £10.37   666102  

Axcaliber TCT Router Cutters

  
 12.7   31.7                                  £17.94   £14.95   952560  
  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 For cutting out apertures in panelling, drywall, 
doors, veneering and laminates. The point plunges 
smoothly through the surface and the cutting 
edges quickly form the required cut-out. Perfect for 
trimming off the edges of laminates. Has a double 
cutting edge. 

 Axcaliber Pierce 
and Trim Cutter 

  
 4.76   12.7                                  £9.95   £8.29   666133  
 6.35   25.4                                  £9.95   £8.29   666137  
 7.94   25.4                                  £10.44   £8.70   666139  
 9.5   31.75                                  £10.94   £9.12   666140  
 12.7   38.1                                  £12.44   £10.37   666142  
 12.7   63.5                                  £15.44   £12.87   666144  
 15.88   38.1                                  £13.94   £11.62   666146  
 15.88   50.8                                  £16.94   £14.12   666147  
 18.26   25.4                                  £12.95   £10.79   666148  
 19.05   25.4                                  £12.95   £10.79   666058  
 19.05   50.8                                  £18.95   £15.79   666059  
 22.22   31.75                                  £14.94   £12.45   666060  
 25.4   25.4                                  £15.44   £12.87   666134  
 25.4   38.1                                  £18.95   £15.79   666135  
 6   20                                  £9.74   £8.12   951229  
 8   20                                  £9.74   £8.12   951230  
 10   25                                  £15.96   £13.30   951231  
 12   37                                  £18.74   £15.62   951232  
 12   50                                  £20.45   £17.04   951233  
 15   25                                  £20.94   £17.45   951244  
 16   25                                  £19.94   £16.62   951234  
 18   20                                  £19.94   £16.62   951235  
 20   20                                  £20.45   £17.04   951236  
 25   20                                  £21.95   £18.29   951237  

  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A high quality range of twin fl ute 1/2”(12.7mm) 
shank cutters available in metric and imperial sizes, 
the metric having a bottom cut insert for improved 
plunge cutting. The larger shank of these cutters 
helps eliminate vibration and chatter under load and 
if your router will accept a 1/2”(12.7mm) collet these 
cutters are are a good choice for many different 
applications. 
  
1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Twin Flute 
Straight Router Cutters 
- 1/2”(12.7mm) 

  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 12.7   25.4                                  £11.45   £9.54   666103  
 12.7   38.1                                  £12.95   £10.79   666104  
 12.7   50.8                                  £13.44   £11.20   666105  

  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

All dimensions in mm       Axcaliber TCT Router Cutters

 A range of cutters in both 
1/4”(6.35mm) and 1/2”(12.7mm) shank 
sizes which are excellent for the fl ush 
trimming of laminates and template 
type routing operations. 
1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Flush 
Trim Router 
Cutters Bottom 
Bearing 

 18   20                                  £19.94   £16.62   951235  
 20   20                                  £20.45   £17.04   951236  
 25   20                                  £21.95  25   20                                  £21.95   £18.29   951237    £18.29   951237  

  £16.62   951235  
  £17.04   951236  
  £18.29   951237    £18.29   951237  

  With bottom 
bearing  

  Top Bearing 
Cutter   Axcaliber Flush 

Trim Router 
Cutter with 
Down Shear 

   
 18.95   50.8  (Bottom Bearing)                               £27.95   £23.29   951296  
 18.95   50.8 (Top Bearing)                                £27.95   £23.29   951297  

  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 An excellent choice for fl ush 
trimming or following a 
template, these cutters have 
the cutting edges placed at 
an angle to give a downward 
shearing action. This results in 
a very clean cut with minimum 
breakout. Top bearing or 
bottom bearing cutter types 
are available, both with 1/2” 
shank, 19mm diameter and 
50mm depth of cut.  

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 12.7   50.8                                  £13.44   12.7   50.8                                  £13.44   £11.20   666105   £11.20   666105  

  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 19.05   25.4                         19mm         £17.94   £14.95   666089  
 19.05   31.75                         19mm         £18.95   £15.79   666090  

  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 For template routing where the 
template is attached to the top of 
the workpiece, these cutters are an 
excellent choice. As with all Axcaliber 
cutters, the quality is superb with 
micrograin tungsten carbide tips 
and hardened steel shanks. 

 Axcaliber 
Flush Trim 
Router Cutters 
Top Bearing - 
1/4”(6.35mm) 

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 18.95   50.8  (Bottom Bearing)                               £27.95   £23.29   951296  
 18.95   50.8 (Top Bearing)                                £27.95  18.95   50.8 (Top Bearing)                                £27.95   £23.29   951297    £23.29   951297  

  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 These 1/4” shank cutters are great 
for use in a small palm router when 
recessing hinge mortices or similar 
applications. Just follow up with one 
of our corner chisels for chopping 
out the radius in the corners to 
ensure a perfect fi t. 

 Axcaliber Hinge 
Recessing Router 
Cutters 

  
 12.7   19.05                               £10.00   £8.33   666087  
 19.05   19.05  £11.26   £9.38   666095  

  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 19.05   25.4                         19mm         £17.94   £14.95   666089  
 19.05   31.75                         19mm         £18.95   19.05   31.75                         19mm         £18.95   £15.79   666090   £15.79   666090  

  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

  
 31.7   12.7                               £22.44   £18.70   952562  
  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 The Axcaliber milling cutter 
is the perfect bit for sign 
making or any kind of 
recessed work. 

 Axcaliber 
Milling Cutter 

 31.7   12.7                               £22.44  31.7   12.7                               £22.44   £18.70   952562    £18.70   952562  
 D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

  
 12.7   8                                  £18.44   £15.37   952561  
  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 This Axcaliber milling cutter 
with a tight radius and top 
bearing is the perfect bit for 
sign making or many kinds of 
template or recessed work. 

 Axcaliber Milling 
Cutter with Top 
Bearing 

  £14.95   952560    £14.95   952560  
Ex.vat Code 

  
 23   9.53             30°                     £13.44   £11.20   666093  
  D  X K˚   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 For fl ush trimming laminates 
where a bevel is required 
this bearing guided cutter 
will give consistently good 
performance.  A good choice 
for use in palm routers or 
laminate trimmers. 

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Bevel 
Trim Router Cutter 

  £11.20   666093    £11.20   666093  
 Ex.vat Code 

  
 12.7    12.7             45°                     £9.95   £8.29   666094  
  D  X K˚   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A small 45° trimming cutter suitable 
for chamfers or trimming work. N.B. 
a guide fence will be required as this 
cutter is not bearing guided. 

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Bevel & Flush 
Trim Router Cutter 

 Vee groove cutters are useful where 
large panels need to give the 
appearance of tongue and groove 
construction or freehand carving and 
lettering for signs. 1/4” or 1/2” shank 
versions available. 
1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Vee Groove 
Router Cutters 

  D  X K˚   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 25.4   19             45°                     £19.94   £16.62   666270  
 38.1   25.4             45°                     £26.45   £22.04   666271  

  D  X K˚   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Axcaliber Bearing Guided 
Vee Groove Router Cutter 
- 1/4”(6.35mm) 

  
 12.7   12.7             45°                     £14.94   £12.45   666042  
  D  X K˚   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A very useful 1/4” shank cutter, especially 
suited for working with templates. Numerous 
applications can be carried out, including 
chamfering, lettering and vee grooving. Axcaliber 
are a premium quality cutter using micrograin 
tungsten tips and hardened steel shanks. 
1/4” (6.35mm) Shank
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 Free delivery on orders over £50 (UK mainland only)  Orders UNDER £50 P&P £4.95Call 03332 406406

Axcaliber TCT Router Cutters      All dimensions in mm

  
 25.4   12.7       3.175                           £22.94   £19.12   666169  

  
 30.16   11             45°                     £16.94   £14.12   666158  
 36.5   14.5             45°                     £21.44   £17.87   666159  

  
 19   15.93       6.35                           £15.95   £13.29   666035  
 25.4   19.1       9.525                           £18.44   £15.37   666036  

  
 15.88   9.53       1.59                           £16.44   £13.70   666046  
 19.05   9.53       3.2                           £16.44   £13.70   666047  
 20.64   9.53       3.96                           £17.45   £14.54   666048  
 22.2   9.53       4.76                           £17.94   £14.95   666049  
 25.4   11.11       6.35                           £19.44   £16.20   666050  
 28.58   12.7       7.94                           £19.94   £16.62   666051  
 31.75   15.88       9.53                           £21.95   £18.29   666052  
 38.1   19.05       12.7                           £24.95   £20.79   666053  

  
 34.93   15.88       12.7                           £22.94   £19.12   666156  

  
 3.175   7.94       1.6                     1      £9.44   £7.87   666005  
 4.76   7.94       2.38                     1      £9.44   £7.87   666006  
 6.35   7.94       3.175                     2      £10.94   £9.12   666007  
 9.53   12.7       4.765                     2      £11.94   £9.95   666008  
 12.7   15.88       6.35                     2      £13.44   £11.20   666009  
 15.88   15.88       7.94                     2      £14.94   £12.45   666010  
 19.05   19.05       9.525                     2      £16.94   £14.12   666011  

  
 12.7   12.7       6.35                           £14.94   £12.45   666043  
  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Indispensable for use with 
templates, this cutter could 
be used for coves on picture 
frames, wooden draining boards 
or defi ning panelled areas on 
sheet materials.  
1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Bearing Guided 
Round Nose Router 
Cutter - 1/4”(6.35mm) 

  D  X R Flute  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 25.4   19       12.7                     2      £19.94   £16.62   666273  
 31.75   19.05       15.875                     2      £21.74   £18.12   666274  
 38.1   22.22       19.05                     2      £25.94   £21.62   666003  
 50   31.7       25.4                     2      £35.94   £29.95   666004  
 12.7   31.75       6.35                     2      £20.94   £17.45   952563   

  D  X R Flute  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A good selection of single fl ute and 
twin fl ute cutters which are excellent 
for cutting coves in draining boards, 
decorative work on furniture or the 
edge moulding of timber components. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Round 
Nose/Radius 
Router Cutters 

 34.93   15.88       12.7                           £22.94   £19.12   666157    
  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A simple cove moulding can 
make an attractive feature when 
used for enhancing furniture, 
trim around cupboards or 
laminate fl ooring. This 1/2”  
radius bearing guided cutter is 
available in either 1/4” or 1/2” 
shank sizes.  

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Bearing 
Guided Cove 
Router Cutters 

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Ovolo 
Router Cutters 

  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 31.75   15.88       9.53                           £21.95   £18.29   666054  
 38   19       12.7                           £24.95   £20.79   666055  
 44.5   22.2       16                           £29.94   £24.95   666149  
 50.8   25.4       19                           £34.94   £29.12   666150  

  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 9.525   4.76     3.175                             £3.65   £3.04   666236  
 12.7   4.76     5                             £3.65   £3.04   666238  

  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 The ovolo moulding is widely 
used in many joinery and 
furniture applications and these 
are among our most popular 
moulding cutters. These versatile 
dual purpose cutters are supplied 
with two bearings for both ovolo 
and roundover use. Available in 
a range of radii with a choice of 
1/4” or 1/2” shank sizes. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

Bearings

 Axcaliber Bead 
Ovolo Router Cutter- 
1/4”(6.35mm) 

  
 28.58   12.7       3.97                           £20.94   £17.45   666151  
  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A variation on the standard ovolo 
cutter adding a double bead to the 
moulding. Suitable for straight or 
curved work as the bearing will follow 
the contours of the workpiece.  
1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 9.525   4.76     3.175                             £3.65   £3.04   666236  
 12.7   4.76     5                             £3.65   12.7   4.76     5                             £3.65   £3.04   666238   £3.04   666238  

 Axcaliber 
Round Over 
Router Cutters 

  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 34.93   25.45       12.7                           £25.94   £21.62   666037    

  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A range of roundover profi le cutters 
offering three of the most popular 
radii. As these cutters are not 
bearing guided, they would need 
to be used with a side fence for 
hand held use or used inverted in a 
router table utilising the fence. 

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

  
 35   14.3       4.8                           £25.44   £21.20   666167  
  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A nicely shaped bearing 
guided 1/4”(6.3mm) 
shank ogee fi llet 
cutter suitable for the 
manufacture of furniture 
plinths, cornices and 
many other decorative 
components.    

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber 
Bearing Guided 
Ogee Fillet 
Router Cutter 

  D  X K˚   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 41.3   17             45°                     £22.94   £19.12   666160  
 47.6   20             45°                     £27.95   £23.29   666161  

  D  X K˚   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 One of the most useful cutters to have 
in your collection, the 45° chamfer 
cutters are excellent for just removing 
the sharp edges from your joinery 
work or making a wider more defi ned 
chamfer. Bearing guided cutters are an 
asset for curved work, as the cutter will 
follow the shape of the workpiece. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Bearing 
Guided Chamfer 
Router Cutters 

  
 34.92   16.8       6.35                         £22.44   £18.70   666165  
  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 The Ogee mould or Cyma Reversa 
consists of a concave arc fl owing into a 
convex arc. It has been widely used in 
ancient architecture and is commonly 
used on the plinths and cornices of fi ne 
furniture. This cutter is bearing guided 
making it suitable for curved or straight 
sections of moulding. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Bearing 
Guided Roman 
Ogee Router Cutter 

 38.1   19.05       6.35                           £29.45   £24.54   666171    
  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Similar to the Roman ogee cutter, this 
one introduces a small fi llet between 
the two radii which gives a variation 
on the standard ogee moulding. Used 
for similar applications to the standard 
ogee it is also bearing guided. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Bearing 
Guided Classic 
Roman Ogee 
Router Cutter - 1/2” 

 A nicely proportioned cutter which 
will produce a beautiful classic ogee 
profi le suitable for many applications 
in joinery or furniture making. 
Suitable for free hand or router table 
use, the bottom bearing allows curved 
or straight work to be undertaken. 

 Axcaliber Bearing 
Guided Ogee Router 
Cutter 

  
 44.45   12.7       9.5           15.88                £34.94   £29.12   951299  
  D  X R H  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank
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All dimensions in mm       Axcaliber TCT Router Cutters

  
 22.2   25.6       1.98                   9.5        £27.44   £22.87   666195  

  
 19.05   25.81       1.98                   9.5        £22.94   £19.12   666194  

  
 19.05   16       3.2                           £15.95   £13.29   666187  
 22.2   17.46       4.76                           £18.95   £15.79   666188  
 25.4   22.2       6.3                           £20.94   £17.45   666189  

  
 20.6   12.7       2.4                           £17.45   £14.54   666056  
 22.2   14.3       3.2                           £18.95   £15.79   666175  
 23.8   15.9       3.97                           £20.94   £17.45   666176  
 25.4   17.5       4.8                           £23.45   £19.54   666177  
 28.6   19       6.3                           £25.44   £21.20   666178

  
 38.1   17.5       6.35                           £27.44   £22.87   666168  
  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 This cutter offers a variation 
to the classic Roman ogee 
cutter having the convex 
and concave radii reversed 
with  a small fi llet between 
the two. Available in 
1/2”(12.7mm) shank only.  

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Bearing 
Guided Classic 
Ogee Router Cutter 

 This is a very attractive 
moulding when used on table 
edges and could be further 
enhanced by using a roundover 
cutter of the same radius for 
the underside of the table top. 
Bearing guided for curved or 
straight mouldings. Available in 
1/2”(12.7mm) shank only.  

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber French 
Traditional Table 
Router Cutter 

  
 38.1   15.8       3.18                           £28.44   £23.70   666057  
  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

   
 22.2   28.6                                  £24.44   £20.37   666182  
  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Produce three different sizes 
of bead with this triple radii 
cutter. A small fi llet introduced 
either side of the bead, can 
be used to produce attractive 
astragal type glazing bars used 
in furniture making. 

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber 
Multi-Radius 
Beading 
Router Cutter 

  
 22.4   25.4       3.175                           £27.44   £22.87   666183  
  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Used with either the fence or without 
(self guided) this cutter produces a very 
attractive triple beaded edge in one 
simple pass, stopping the moulding short 
creates a good looking edge for shelving. 

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Convex 
Multi-Bead Router 
Cutter (Bearing 
Guided) 

 Axcaliber 
Victorian Torus 
Moulding 
Router Cutter 

  
 31.8   36.5       9.53                         £33.95   £28.29   666181  
  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 This cutter will produce a traditional classic 
moulding of the type used on skirting 
boards and similar applications. Bottom 
bearing guidance also allows curved work 
to be carried out. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Extended 
Shank Beading Cutter 

  
 22.2   16       3.2                           £32.45   £27.04   952559  
  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 The addition of decorative beads can add interest 
to your furniture projects but it is not easy to 
apply a bead set in from the edge of a rail using 
a router. The traditional method was by using a 
scratch stock, but by using this cutter and a router 
you will tackle the job faster with consistent 
results. With a 1/2” shank 76mm long this beading 
cutter will allow you to position your beads inset 
from the rail edge producing some attractive 
design options. Also useful for producing tongue 
and groove boarding with a vee groove.  

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber 
Flute and Bead 
Cutter Set 

  
 38   12       3.2                         £46.94   £39.12   952566  
  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 This matched pair of cutters is 
the perfect way to make strip 
planking for dinghy or canoe 
construction. The width of cut is 
only 6.35mm(1/4”) so to ensure 
accuracy we recommend the 
use of a router table. 

 Round edges on boards either to size or 
slightly over to create a decorative edge 
moulding, ideally used in a router table 
for a greater degree of accuracy. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Staff Bead & 
Nosing Router Cutters 
- 1/4”(6.35mm) 

  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 31.8   25.4       7.94                           £24.44   £20.37   666190  
 34.9   28.2       9.5                           £27.44   £22.87   666191  
 38.1   32       11.1                           £29.94   £24.95   666192  
 41.3   35       12.7                           £32.94   £27.45   666193  

  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 £24.95   666192  
 £27.45   666193   £27.45   666193  

 27   41.3       3.175                   12.7        £30.95   £25.79   666196    
  D  X R Br  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

  D  X R Br  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 This cutter produces a really neat moulding 
that can be used as a small applied moulding 
to decorate plane doors or fl at panels.  

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber 
Classic 
Moulding 
Router Cutter 

 34.9   41.43       3.175                   9.5        £40.94   £34.12   666197    
  D  X R Br  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

  D  X R Br  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A deeper profi le than the Classic moulding, 
this profi le has many uses in joinery or 
furniture making. Some very attractive 
picture frames could also be produced 
using this cutter.  

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber 
Traditional 
Moulding 
Router Cutter 

 Axcaliber Edge 
Beading Router 
Cutters

  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Produce decorative beaded 
edges without the need for 
a guide fence. By setting the 
cutter carefully on both faces 
of the material a fully round 
corner bead can be made. 

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

  
 31.7   25.4       8                           £28.44   £23.70   666179  
 35   25.4       9.5                           £30.95   £25.79   666180  

  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 
1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

  
 50.   25.4       6.35                   12.7        £43.94   £36.62   666204  
  D  X R Br  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A good looking cutter that can 
be used to decorate edges or 
create an attractive moulding. 
Part use of the profi le can create 
a classic edge moulding for 
window boards or similar. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Edge 
Moulding Router 
Cutter 
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 30.2   9.5                         9.5         £24.44   £20.37   666198  

  
 12.7   9.53       2.38                           £14.94   £12.45   666032  

  
 22   9.98       3.175                           £23.94   £19.95   666044  
  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 An excellent choice for 
creating a panelled look 
in sheet materials this 
1/4”(6.3mm) shank cutter is 
bearing guided for use with 
suitable templates. It could 
also be used for creating 
attractive edge mouldings. 

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber 
Bearing Guided 
Panel Router 
Cutter 1 

 An alternative profi le for 
creating a panelled look in 
sheet materials this bearing 
guided cutter features an 
attractive bottom radius. 
Attractive edge mouldings 
could also be produced using 
this cutter. 

 Axcaliber 
Bearing 
Guided Panel 
Router Cutter 2 

  
 22   12.7         3.96   5.55                      £23.94   £19.95   666045  
  D  X R1 R2  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 22   12.7         3.96   5.55                      £23.94  22   12.7         3.96   5.55                      £23.94   £19.95   666045    £19.95   666045  
  D  X R1 R2  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

  
 25.4   15.88       5.56                           £21.44   £17.87   666033    

  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Available in 1/4”(6.3mm) or 
1/2”(12.7mm) shank versions, this 
cutter is suitable for creating a 
panelled look in sheet materials. As 
these cutters are not bearing guided, 
they would work well when used in 
conjunction with a suitable template 
and guide bush. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber 
Classical Panel 
Router Cutter

 12.7   9.53       2.38                           £14.94   £12.45   666032  

 25.4   15.88       5.56                           £21.44   £17.87   666033    

  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

  
 9.5   7.94       3.175                           £11.94   £9.95   666028  
 12.7   11.11       4.76                           £12.95   £10.79   666029  

  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A pair of panel mould beading 
cutters which could be used 
with a suitable guide bush for 
decorative panel work or edge 
mouldings.  

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Panel 
Mould Beading 
Router Cutters - 
1/4”(6.35mm) 

 66.9   19.05                         12.7         £41.94   £34.95   666199    
  D  X Br   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

  D  X Br   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Place your thumb on the 
bench and then divide the 
shape in two and you have 
a lovely gently rounded 
cutter profi le which is 
great for the edges of work 
tops handrails etc. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Thumb 
Mould Router Cutter 

   
 63.5   19.85         6.35   9.525               12.7       £49.94   £41.62   666201  
  D  X R1 R2 Br Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A large diameter bearing 
guided  cutter suitable for a 
variety of applications. A great 
looking cutter that makes an 
ordinary edge into a stunning 
one. Bearing guided the cutter 
is suitable for all types of 
curved or straight work. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Table 
Top Moulding 
Router Cutter 

 63.5   19.85         6.35   9.525               12.7       £49.94  63.5   19.85         6.35   9.525               12.7       £49.94   £41.62   666201    £41.62   666201  
  D  X R1 R2 Br Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Axcaliber Drawer 
Pull Router Cutter 1 

  
 19.05   14         4.76   2.38                     £20.94   £17.45   666225  
  D  X R1 R2  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A variety of cutters for producing fi nger 
pulls or recesses on drawer and door 
fronts. 

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

  £17.45   666225    £17.45   666225  

 Axcaliber Drawer 
Pull Router Cutter 2 

  
 38.1   19         6   1.59                      £30.95   £25.79   666226  
  D  X R1 R2  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Drawer pull cutters offer the 
opportunity to create fl ush fi tting 
cabinet doors and drawers and are 
easier to use if used in a router table 
set-up.  

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 38.1   19         6   1.59                      £30.95  38.1   19         6   1.59                      £30.95   £25.79   666226    £25.79   666226  
  D  X R1 R2  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

  
 44.45   23         6.35   3.18                      £43.94   £36.62   666227  
  D  X R1 R2  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Another variation to the drawer pull 
cutters which remove the need to have 
protruding handles on your cabinets. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Drawer 
Pull Router Cutter 3 

 44.45   23         6.35   3.18                      £43.94  44.45   23         6.35   3.18                      £43.94   £36.62   666227    £36.62   666227  
  D  X R1 R2  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Axcaliber 
Handrail 
Router Cutter 

  
 31.7   38         9.5   25.4                      £39.95   £33.29   666202  
  D  X R1 R2  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Used to mould the main fi nger grooves 
on each side of hand rail sections. 
Leaving a roundover cutter to add the 
radii for the top edges.   

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

  
 31.75   58                                  £49.44   £41.20   666205  
  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A small and attractive decorative 
cornice cutter for producing cornice 
up to 50mm wide. We recommend that 
this cutter is used in a router table only. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Classic Cornice 
Profi le Router Cutter 

 A substantial cornice profi le cutter 
for producing a classic moulding 
commonly used at the top of cupboards 
and shelving units. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Cornice 
Moulding Router 
Cutter 

  
 31.75   76.2         22.2   21.5                      £67.44   £56.20   951289  
  D  X R1 R2  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 When preparing a cornice moulding, 
it can be quite time consuming 
making separate cuts to make up 
the edging angles. This cutter will 
save you a lot of time if you have a 
quantity of this moulding to produce, 
as it cuts two faces at the same time. 
Simply run the stock face up for one 
edge and face down for the other 
to give a matching angle on the top 
and bottom of the cornice.  

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber 
Cornice Edging 
Router Cutter 

  
 60.3   34.92             90°     20.65                £62.94   £52.45   951290  
  D  X K˚ H  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Axcaliber Bearing 
Guided Architrave 
Router Cutter 

  
 38.1   50.8       6.35       8°     12.7               £53.94   £44.95   951300  
  D  X R K˚ H Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Softwood architrave may be easy to 
source but hardwood is not so easy 
to obtain, so why not produce your 
own architrave with this classic profi le 
cutter? Designed for router table use, 
the cutter is bearing guided, 38mm 
diameter with 50mm depth of cut.  

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank
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All dimensions in mm       Axcaliber TCT Router Cutters

A Router Cutter Wall 
Chart is available

axminster.co.uk/routingaxminster.co.uk/routingaxminster.co.uk

An Axcaliber Router Cutter 
Wall Chart is also available 

Dowload at 

axminster.co.uk/wallchart 
or call 03332 406406

 This two-piece cutter set offers an 
economical way of producing the 
profi le and scribe cuts used in the 
manufacture of frames for panelled 
cabinet doors and drawer fronts. The 
cutters and bearing are arranged on 
the arbor to produce the profi le cut 
on both the stiles and the rails and repositioned to cut the scribe, 
or counter profi le on the ends of the rails. Please note that for 
reasons of accuracy and safety these cutters should only be used 
in a router table. The timber should be positioned to face down 
on the table for the profi ling cut and face up for the scribe cut.
Recommended Timber Thickness: 18 to 22mm.

  
 76.2   15.9                 31.7                 £45.44   £37.87   666206  
  D  X H   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Ogee style panel raising 
cutter for use only in a router 
table with a maximum speed 
of 12,000rpm. The cutter 
is bearing guided and is 
suitable for use on curved 
head panels. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Ogee 
Panel Raising 
Router Cutter 
(Bearing Guided) 

  
 76.2   15.9                 31.75                 £45.44   £37.87   666208  
  D  X H   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A wide bevel style panel raising 
cutter for use only in a router 
table with a maximum speed 
of 12,000 rpm. The cutter is 
bearing guided and is suitable 
for use on curved head panels. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Bevel 
Panel Raising 
Router Cutter 
(Bearing Guided) 

  
 75   16                     31.7             £45.44   £37.87   666212  
  D  X Y   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A radiused or rounded style 
panel raising cutter for use only 
in a router table with a maximum 
speed of 12,000 rpm. The cutter is 
bearing guided and is suitable for 
use on curved head panels. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber 
Radiused Panel 
Raising Router 
Cutter (Bearing 
Guided) 

A Router Cutter Wall 
Chart is available

   
 31.75   41.3                                  £31.94   £26.62   666207  
  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A classic 40mm profi le can be cut with ease 
when using this cutter however the vertical 
use eliminates the cutting of curved headed 
panels. This cutter is intended for use only in 
a router table. 
1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Ogee 
Style Vertical 
Panel Raising 
Router Cutter 

 This two-piece cutter set offers an 
economical way of producing the 
profi le and scribe cuts used in the 
manufacture of frames for panelled 
cabinet doors and drawer fronts. The 
cutters and bearing are arranged on 
the arbor to produce the profi le cut 
on both the stiles and the rails and repositioned to cut the scribe, 
or counter profi le on the ends of the rails. Please note that for 
reasons of accuracy and safety these cutters should only be used 
in a router table. The timber should be positioned to face down 

 Two-piece TCT sets used to produce cabinet and lightweight internal 
raised panel doors. The sets include a 76mm panel raising cutter and 
a double stile and rail cutter in a choice of two styles, bevel and ogee. 
Maximum timber thickness 22mm, minimum 19mm.

Available in 1/2”(12.7mm) shank only. Must only be used in a 
router table.

 Axcaliber Kitchen 
Door Router 
Cutter Sets 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank
  
Ogee Door Set    £89.94   £74.95   666069  
Bevel Door Set    £89.94   £74.95   666068  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
 41   22.8     6.3         15°     9.5               £49.94   £41.62   951288  
  D  X C K˚ H Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 This Axcaliber stile and rail cutter 
offers an attractive Shaker style 
profi le with the advantage of having 
just one cutter for both the moulding 
and scribing cuts. Excellent for 
making your own kitchen unit doors. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Stile and 
Rail Router Cutter 
(Shaker) 

 Axcaliber 
Reversible Stile & 
Rail Router Cutter 
(Ogee) 

  
 41   16.9     6.4             9.5               £36.44   £30.37   666216  
  D  X C H  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 An attractive bevelled profi le giving 
a simple but effective moulding 
to frame and panel constructed 
doors. Please note that for reasons 
of accuracy and safety these cutters 
should only be used in a router table. 
Recommended Timber Thickness: 
18 to 22mm.

 Axcaliber 
Reversible Stile & 
Rail Router Cutter 
(Bevel) 

  
 41   16.9     6.4                             £36.44   £30.37   666217  
  D  X C   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 
1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber 
Reversible Stile & 
Rail Router Cutter 
(Classic) 

  
 41   16.9     6.4             9.5                £36.44   £30.37   666219  
  D  X C H  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A classic Roman ogee style profi led 
cutter which offers an attractive 
moulding plus an easy and reliable 
way of producing cabinet doors. Please 
note that for reasons of accuracy 
and safety these cutters should only 
be used in a router table. The timber 
should be positioned to face down on 
the table for the profi ling cut and face up for the scribe cut.
Recommended Timber Thickness: 18 to 22mm.

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

  
 41   23.3     6.4             9.5                £50.94   £42.45   666220  
  D  X C H  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 This Axcaliber stile and rail cutter 
offers an attractive ogee style profi le 
with the advantage of having just 
one cutter for both the moulding and 
scribing cuts. Excellent for making your 
own kitchen cabinet doors.  Please 
note that for reasons of accuracy 
and safety these cutters should only 
be used in a router table. The timber 
should be positioned to face down on 
the table for the profi ling cut and face 
up for the scribe cut. 
1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Stile 
& Rail Router 
Cutter (Ogee) 
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 Free delivery on orders over £50 (UK mainland only)  Orders UNDER £50 P&P £4.95Call 03332 406406

Axcaliber TCT Router Cutters      All dimensions in mm

  
 38.1   14.5                                  £30.44   £25.37   666229  

  
 12.7   12.7             14°                     £9.44   £7.87   666015  
 16   22.2             7°                     £11.45   £9.54   666017  

  
 13/16”   1.1/4”             8°   12.7mm         100         £13.94   £11.62   666025  
 6.6   6.9             8°   8mm         50-8         £10.94   £9.12   952401  
 7.94   10.16             8°   8mm         60-8         £11.45   £9.54   952402  
 9.52   13.5             8°   8mm         70-8         £11.94   £9.95   952403  
 11.11   16.5             8°   8mm         75-8         £12.44   £10.37   952404  
 12.7   20.96             8°   8mm         80-8         £13.44   £11.20   952405  
 17.46   26.04             8°   12.7mm         90         £16.44   £13.70   952406  
 12.7   10.54             18°   8mm         128-8         £11.94   £9.95   952410
 12.7   13.5             14°   8mm         120-8         £12.44   £10.37   952411  
 12.7   15.11             12°   8mm         112-8         £12.95   £10.79   952412  
 12.7   16.5             10°   8mm         101-8         £12.95   £10.79   952413  

 A set of additional cutters for all owners of 
the Leigh “D” Series dovetail jigs including 
the latest D4R Pro. Not including the cutters 
supplied with the jig, this comprehensive set 
includes Leigh ref: 50-8, 60-8, 70-8, 75-8, 90, 
100, 150, 160, 128-8, 112-8, 101-8. 1/2”-8mm 
reduction sleeve included. N.B. This set 
contains both 8mm and 1/2” shank cutters. The 1/2” shank cutters 
are not suitable for use with Leigh Super Jigs. 

 A range of Axcaliber router cutters for use 
with Leigh ‘D’ series and Leigh Superjigs with 
1/4”(6.35mm), 8mm and 1/2”(12.7mm) shanks. 
Cutter numbers denoted by -8 are 8mm 
shank and the others 1/4”(6.35mm) or 1/2”(12.7mm). Cutters 
available include Leigh part numbers: 50-8, 60-8, 70-8, 75-8, 80-8, 
90, 100, 140-8, 150, 160, 128-8, 120-8, 112-8, 101-8. Produced 
using advanced technology on up-to-the-minute multi axis 
CNC machinery. Shanks made from SAE4140 steel hardened to 
Rockwell 45RC, renowned for its hardness and strength. A fi nely 
ground edge ensures a durable effi cient cutter and a thick Tefl on 
coating reduces the build up of resin. 

Axcaliber TCT Router Cutters      

  
 9.5   10.8   6.3   3.2                            £9.95   £8.29   666222  
 9.5   9.76   4.8   4.8                            £10.44   £8.70   666223  
 12.7   12.76   6.3   4.8                            £10.94   £9.12   666224  

  D  X E C  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A useful cutter for creating 
a keyhole type recess and to 
attach frames and fi tments 
fl ush to the wall.  

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber 
Keyhole 
Router Cutters 

 A pair of matched cutters used for the fast, accurate and effi cient 
manufacture of sash windows using a router table set-up. The 
profi le cutter will produce the moulding on the stiles and rails 
and the matching cutter produces the scribe at the ends of 
the rails and sash bars to fi t over it. The profi le cutter is 22mm 
diameter, 10mm radius, with a 18mm depth of cut and the 
scribing cutter is 25mm diameter, 10mm radius, with a 20mm 
depth of cut. Available in 1/4”(6.35mm) shank only. 

 Axcaliber
Sash Bar Ovolo Router Cutter Set 

  
Sash Ovolo Set   £41.95   £34.96   718730  
Ovolo Cutter   £21.95   £18.29   952414  
Scribing Cutter   £23.94   £19.95   952416  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 A pair of matched cutters used for the fast, accurate and effi cient 
manufacture of sash windows using a router table set-up. The 
bearing guided profi le cutter will produce the moulding on the 
stiles and rails and the matching cutter produces the scribe at 
the ends of the rails and sash bars to fi t over it. Curved rails can 
also be machined using the bearing guided cutter. Profi le cutter 
is 28mm diameter, 10mm radius and 19mm depth of cut and the 
scribing cutter is 25mm diameter, 10mm radius and 20mm depth 
of cut. Available in 1/4”(6.35mm) shank only. 

 Axcaliber Bearing Guided Sash 
Bar Ovolo Router Cutter Set 

  
Bearing Guided Ovolo Set   £49.96   £41.63   718731  
Ovolo Cutter (Bearing Guided)   £30.95   £25.79   952415  
Scribing Cutter   £23.94   £19.95   952416  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

All dimensions in mm

  D  X K˚ S Ln Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 7.94   26.16               - 8mm         140-8         £11.94   £9.95   952407  
 11.11   31.75               - 12.7mm         150         £12.95   £10.79   952408  
 12.7   31.75               - 12.7mm         160         £12.95   £10.79   952409  

  D  X K˚ S Ln Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

Straight Twin Flute

Dovetail

 Axcaliber Router Cutters 
for Leigh Jigs 

 Axcaliber Additional 
Router Cutter Set for 
Leigh D Series Jigs 

  
Additional Cutter Set D4R   £124.96   £104.13   718733  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 This Axcaliber cutter set contains additional 
through dovetail and half blind dovetail 8mm 
shank cutters to expand the range of your 
Leigh Super Jig. Contains Leigh ref: 50-8, 60-8, 
70-8, 75-8, 128-8, 112-8, 101-8.
1/2”-8mm reduction sleeve included.  

 Axcaliber Additional 
Router Cutter Set for 
Leigh Super Jigs 

  
Cutter Set for Super Jigs    £74.95   £62.46   718734  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 A complete Axcaliber set of cutters for 
all owners of the Leigh D Series dovetail 
jigs including the latest D4R Pro. This 
comprehensive set includes Leigh ref: 50-8, 
60-8, 70-8, 75-8, 80-8, 90, 100, 140-8, 150, 
160, 128-8, 120-8, 112-8, 101-8. 1/2”-8mm 
reduction sleeve included. N.B. This set 
contains both 8mm and 1/2” shank cutters. 
The 1/2” shank cutters are not suitable for use 
with Leigh Super Jigs. 

 Axcaliber Router Cutter Set for 
Leigh D Series Jigs 

  
Cutter Set D4R   £154.96   £129.13   718732  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 A range of precision dovetail cutters offering 
differing diameters, depths of cut and angles 
suitable for many applications requiring tight 
reliable joints. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Dovetail 
Router Cutters 

  D  X K˚   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 22.2   22.2             14°                     £12.95   £10.79   666019   
  D  X K˚   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 This is a replacement cutter for the Axcaliber, 
Axminster and Perform dovetail jigs and best 
suited for a material thickness of approx 13-
19mm.  

 Replacement  Router 
Cutter for Axcaliber 
Dovetail Jigs 

  
 15   11.5             14°                     £13.44   £11.20   666039  
  D  X K˚   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 
1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 With a greater cutting depth this cutter is offered 
as an alternative to the standard cutter supplied 
with the Axcaliber and Axminster dovetail jigs 
and is suitable for a material thickness of approx 
19-30mm. 

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

Additional Router 
Cutter for Axcaliber 
Dovetail Jigs 

  
 15   16             8.72°                     £14.45   £12.04   951241  
  D  X K˚   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Dual purpose cutters which can be used for producing either a 
neat 90° corner joint or a joint for edge jointing boards together. 
The corner joint is produced by machining one piece with the 
inside face fl at on the surface of the table and the other piece 
with the inside vertically against the fence. These cutters should 
only be used in a router table. Available with 1/4”(6.3mm) or 
1/2”(12.7mm) shank. Range of timber thickness: 666229 - 9mm to 
13mm, 666230 - 10mm to 18mm, 666231 - 13mm to 25mm. 

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Mitre 
Lock Router 
Cutter 

 44.5   20.55                                  £35.94   £29.95   666230  
 69.9   20.6                                  £44.45   £37.04   666231  

  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank
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All dimensions in mm       Axcaliber TCT Router Cutters

  
 24   10                 4.06                 £24.44   £20.37   951278  
 24   15                 4.06                 £26.45   £22.04   951280  

  
 34.92   12.7                                  £26.45   £22.04   666162

  
 19   19                 4.75                 £21.44   £17.87   502512

   
 37.3   23.2             45°                     £82.94   £69.12   951293  
  D  X K˚   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A very useful pair of cutters for producing a combined 45° tongue 
and grooved joint that would make up an octagonal column or 
the joint used at the front of corner cupboards etc. An easy joint 
to produce and can be held together with a simple strap clamp 
upon gluing up. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber 22.5 Degree Mitre Lock 
Router Cutter Set 

 37.3   23.2             45°                     £82.94  37.3   23.2             45°                     £82.94   £69.12   951293    £69.12   951293  
D  X K˚   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Axcaliber Double 
Rebate Cutters 

  D  X H   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 When designing bookcases it is useful to 
incorporate some adjustable shelving. 
Metal strips often referred to as “Tonk” 
strips are recognised as one of the most 
neat and reliable ways of achieving this. 
Two strips are recessed fl ush into each 
side of the bookcase and supports are 
used to locate the shelves at whatever 
height is required. At 19mm diameter 
these router cutters are designed to 
make the double groove necessary 
to accommodate the metal strip and 
fi ttings and they are available in
1/4” or 1/2” shank versions.

  
 19   19                 4.75                 £21.44   £17.87   502513    
  D  X H   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 
 19   19                 4.75                 £21.44   19   19                 4.75                 £21.44   £17.87   502513     £17.87   502513    

  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

  
 34.92   12.7                                  £26.45   £22.04   666163  
  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A very popular rebate set available in 1/4”(6.35mm) or 
1/2”(12.7mm) shank sizes, which include four different 
bearing sizes offering the following depths of rebate: 
12.7mm(1/2”),11mm(7/16”), 9.5mm(3/8”), 8mm(5/16”), with 
a depth of cut up to 12.7mm(1/2”). The carbide tips are set at 
an angle to give a clean shearing cut and this set represents 
excellent value. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

951291 951292

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber 
Rebate 
Router 
Cutter Set 

 This cutter is a great option for 
those who wish to utilise their 
router for biscuit jointing. Supplied 
with three sizes of bearing for 0, 10 
and no. 20 bicuit, this is a very useful 
addition to your cutter collection. 
Excellent for use in a router table, 
this 1/2” shank cutter would also 
be suitable for bearing guided 
grooving operations.  

 Axcaliber Biscuit 
Jointing Cutter 

  
 37.2   4                                  £23.45   £19.54   952567  
  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A unique biscuit jointing set that is truly universal, accepting 
Numbers 0, 10 and 20 biscuits both singly or in pairs for extra 
strength when making tenon type joints in thicker material. The 
complete sets comprise 2 x 4mm groovers, 3 x bearings, (one for 
each of the biscuit sizes) and a 6.3 spacer. 1/4”(6.35mm) shank. 
Overall diameter 40mm. Cutter thickness 4mm. 

 Axcaliber 
Biscuit 
Jointing 
Router Cutter 
Sets 

  
Cutter Set - S=1/4”(6.35mm)   £45.95   £38.29   666001  
No. 0 Biscuits (Pkt 80)   £5.75   £4.79   144500  
No. 10 Biscuits (Pkt 80)   £5.75   £4.79   144510  
No. 20 Biscuits (Pkt 80)   £5.75   £4.79   144520  
400 (240 x 20s, 80 ea 10s & 0s)   £30.44   £25.37   610920  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  £30.44 £30.44   £25.37   610920    £25.37   610920  

 A range of Axcaliber quality 2 wing slotting cutters suitable for 
machining grooves for plywood etc. Available sizes are 2, 3, 4, 5 
and 6mm. Cutter diameter of 47.6mm with 22mm bearing gives 
a 12.7mm groove depth. For biscuit joints use 4mm slot cutter 
666277. N.B.Suitable arbors are available in 1/4”(6.35mm) and 
1/2”(12.7mm) shank sizes.

 Axcaliber Two 
Wing Slotting 
Router Cutters 

  
2mm 2 Wing Slot Cutter   £18.95   £15.79   666275  
3mm 2 Wing Slot Cutter   £18.95   £15.79   666276  
4mm 2 Wing Slot Cutter   £18.95   £15.79   666277  
5mm 2 Wing Slot Cutter   £18.95   £15.79   666278  
6mm 2 Wing Slot Cutter   £18.95   £15.79   666279  
1/4”(6.35mm) Shank Arbor   £9.24   £7.70   666280  
1/2”(12.7mm) Shank Arbor   £9.24   £7.70   666281  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Axcaliber TCT Router Cutters

   
 47.6   3.2-18                                  £64.94   £54.12   952565  
  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

Axcaliber TCT Router Cutters

 Designed for router table use, this set can be used to create slots, 
grooves and rebates from 3.2mm to 18mm in depth. The set includes: 
4 x three winged cutters 3.2, 4, 4.8, and 6.4mm in width. 1/2” shank 
arbor. 17 shims (8 x 0.1mm, 4 x 0.5mm, 3 x 1mm and 2 x 4mm). 

N.B. The carbide edges of the cutters should never touch; arrange the 
cutters to prevent this. Use only the thicknesses provided in the set. 
Be sure all cutters are assembled in the correct rotational direction.

Safety tips: Never use the slot cutter set without shims between 
the cutters. The distance between the cutters can vary from 1mm to 
1.7mm. A shim must also be positioned between the ball bearing and 
the cutters. 

 Axcaliber Three Wing 
Slot Cutter Set 

 40   10                 3.45                 £32.94   £27.45   951279  
 40   15                 3.45                 £34.94   £29.12   951281  

  D  X H   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

  D  X H   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 To comply with current fi re regulations, 
intumescent strips must be fi tted to fi re 
check doors or frames to delay the passage 
of fi re between different areas in a building. 
Although the grooves for the Intumescent 
strip can be cut with standard twin fl ute 
cutters, these bearing guided cutters will 
make a cleaner cut and the router has a 
larger support area by working from the face or back of the 
door. Available with 10mm or 15mm cutting widths and in either 
1/4”(6.35mm) or 1/2”(12.7mm) shank sizes. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 Axcaliber 
Intumescent Strip 
Router Cutters 

  
 72.8   22.23     6.35             25.4                £49.94   £41.62   951291  
 72.8   28.575     9.53             25.4                £52.44   £43.70   951292  

  D  X C H  Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 If you intend producing rebated frames, these cutters offer an 
excellent solution for cutting the tenons. Giving an offset of 
6.4mm (1/4”) to the shoulders there is a choice of cutters which 
give a tenon thickness of either 9.5mm(3/8”) or 6.4mm(1/4”). 
N.B. These cutters are for use in a router table set-up.  

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber Offset 
Tenoning Router Cutters 

 Axcaliber Finger 
Joint Router 
Cutter 
 The extra gluing area produced 
by using this cutter makes for an 
incredibly strong edge to edge joint. 
With a maximum cutting depth of up 
to 38mm, most board thicknesses can 
be accommodated. Recommended for 
router table use only. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

  
 34.92   38.1                                  £49.94   £41.62   666228  
  D  X    Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 
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Axcaliber TCT Router Cutters      All dimensions in mm

Miniature HSS 
Router Cutters

 Molybdenum-chrome Vanadium steel router bits with 3.2mm 
shanks. A range consisting of: 3.2mm, 5mm, 6.5mm straight, 
3.2mm radius veining, 3mm radius beading, 6.5mm vee groove, 
2.4mm guided beading, 3.2mm guided beading, 4.8mm guided 
cove and 3.3mm guided rebate cutter. Also available as set of 10. 

 Proxxon Wood Router Bits 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

  
1 Straight Bit 3.2mm dia   £3.95   £3.29   610989  
2 Straight Bit 5mm dia   £3.95   £3.29   610990  
3 Straight Bit 6.5mm dia   £3.95   £3.29   610991  
4 Core Bit 3.2mm radius   £3.95   £3.29   610992  
5 Vee Bit 6.5mm dia   £3.95   £3.29   610993  
6 Combi Router Bit 2.5mm radius   £3.95   £3.29   610994  
7 Roundover Bit 3.2mm radius   £3.95   £3.29   610995  
8 Rebate Bit 6.4mm dia   £3.95   £3.29   610996  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axcaliber Offset 
Tongue & Groove 
Router Cutter 

  
 41.3   25.4     12.7                             £29.94   £24.95   666233  
  D  X C   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 A very positive way of aligning 
and providing extra surface gluing 
area when jointing boards. As 
with all Axcaliber cutters they are 
manufactured using the very latest 
technology and represent excellent 
value for money.  

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

  
 47.6   19.2                 12.8                 £72.95   £60.79   952564  
  D  X H   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 

 Designed for router table use, this matching pair of cutters are 
excellent for quickly producing a tongue and groove joint in 
material up to 19mm thick. Each cutter is 47.6mm in diameter 
with a 22mm bearing which produces a tongue or groove 
12.8mm long by 6.35mm wide. (1/2” shank only). 
1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

 Axcaliber 
Tongue and Groove Set 

 Axcaliber Weather 
Seal Router Cutter 
for Aquamac 21 
(Wiping Seal) 
 A long shank enables the cutter to reach into rebates for 
slotting door frame timber sections, this cutter is intended for 
the insertion of Aquamac 21 Door Seal. Aquamac 21 Door Seal 
provides excellent draught protection and performs equally as 
well on external door sets. Resistant to decay including the effects 
of contemporary preservatives and fi nishes, the seal is available in 
either white or bronze and in rolls of 10m or 25m. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

  
Door Seal Cutter - S=1/2”(12.7mm)   £43.94   £36.62   666074  
Bronze 10m Seal (Aquamac 21)   £20.94   £17.45   310276  
Bronze 25m Seal (Aquamac 21)   £43.44   £36.20   310277  
White 10m Seal (Aquamac 21)   £20.94   £17.45   310278  
White 25m Seal (Aquamac 21)   £43.44   £36.20   310279  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Designed with a long shank to reach into rebates and supplied 
fi tted with a bearing to limit the depth of cut.  This cutter is 
specifi cally made for use with the Aquamac 63 compression seal 
that can be used on either fl ush casement or storm proof window 
production. The Aquamac 63 weather seal provides excellent 
draught protection on all types of window, compressing slightly 
into the rebate. Resistant to decay including the effects of nearly 
all surface treatments, the seal is available in either white or 
bronze in packs of either 10m or 25m. 

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank

  
Cutter - S=1/2”(12.7mm)   £52.94   £44.12   666268  
Bronze 10m Seal (Aquamac 63)   £15.14   £12.62   310360  
Bronze 25m Seal (Aquamac 63)   £28.94   £24.12   310361  
White 10m Seal (Aquamac 63)   £15.14   £12.62   310362  
White 25m Seal (Aquamac 63)   £28.94   £24.12   310363  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axcaliber Weather 
Seal Router Cutter 
for Aquamac 63 
(Compression Seal) 

All dimensions in mm

 A bottom cut with a nicely 
curved radius makes this 
cutter a good choice for 
producing trays or dishes. For 
use with a template, a suitable 
guide bush should be used. 

 Axcaliber Dish 
Carving Router 
Cutter 

  
 25.4   12.7       6.35                           £17.94   £14.95   666038  
  D  X R   Inc.vat Ex.vat Code 
1/4” (6.35mm) Shank

 This pair of bearing guided cutters will produce a Vee groove with 
a tongue on one side of the joint and a matching profi le to fi t it. 
When attaching edging strips to board materials it is benefi cial to 
increase the surface area for gluing, the extra gluing area that this 
cutter provides will make for a really strong joint with positive 
alignment. 

 Axcaliber T&G Edge 
Banding Router Cutter Set 

  
Cutters 30° with T & G   £82.94   £69.12   951295  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axcaliber Edge Banding Router 
Cutter Set 
 When attaching edging strips to board materials it is benefi cial 
to increase the surface area for gluing if possible, as it gives a 
much stronger bond and positive positioning. This pair of bearing 
guided cutters will produce a 90° Vee groove on one side of the 
joint and a matching profi le to fi t into it.  

1/2” (12.7mm) Shank
  
Cutter Set D=46, X=27mm, K=90°   £82.94   £69.12   951294  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Router Cutters

 A very useful set of 10 router bits with 3.2mm shanks for those 
that work in miniature. Suitable for use with machines like the 
Proxxon MOF micro router or MT 300 shaper, they can be used 
for a variety of tasks such as dolls house furniture, mouldings and 
picture frames. Set includes: 3.2mm, 5mm, 6.5mm straight, 3.2mm 
radius veining, 3mm radius beading, 6.5mm vee groove, 2.4mm 
guided beading, 3.2mm guided beading, 4.8mm guided cove and 
3.3mm guided rebate cutter. Also available individually. 

  
Router Bit Set (10 Pce)   £30.74   £25.62   475319  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Proxxon 
Wood Router 
Bits - Set 10 

 Designed for router table use, these matching 1/2” shank cutters 
are excellent for quickly producing a tongue and groove joint in 
material up to 31mm thick. Each cutter is 32mm in diameter with 
a 16mm bearing which produces a tapered tongue or groove 
8mm long by 8.7mm wide tapering to 6.35mm. This cutter set 
would be excellent for jointing thicker material as used on table 
tops, for example, and being bearing guided, curved or template 
type work could be undertaken.  

  
Tapered T&G Set   £69.95   £58.29   504670  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axcaliber Tapered 
Tongue and Groove Set 
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Router Cutter Accessories

 A range of quality ball bearings suitable for bearing guided 
cutters and many other applications. 

Router Cutter Bearings 

 Available in 1/4”(6.35mm) or 1/2”(12.7mm) shank diameters, 
these bearing retaining collars are supplied with a grub screw 
and suitable hex key.  

 Router Bearing 
Retaining Collar 

  
1/4”(6.35mm) Shank   £3.24   £2.70   666040  
1/2”(12.7mm) Shank   £3.24   £2.70   666041  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 A real winner from Trend, a 
complete kit to keep your 
router cutters and collets in 
pristine condition. Comprising: 
DMT whetstone, Rust Buster 
anti-corrosion agent, PTFE dry 
lubricant, four brass wire brushes 1/4”, 8mm, 3/8” 
and 1/2” to help keep the inside of your collets 
perfectly clean and a 56 page booklet on how to 
keep your cutters in perfect order.  

  
Collet Care Kit   £23.94   £19.95   400080  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Trend Cutter & 
Collet Care Kit 

 Four brushes, used to remove deposits of resin, dust and 
corrosion from the inside of collets. Made from brass to prevent 
score damage. Sizes 1/4”, 8mm, 3/8” and 1/2”. 
  
Collet Brush Kit   £4.94   £4.12   400051  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Trend Collet Brush Kit 

 To keep your cutters in good un-chipped order it is necessary to 
store them separately to prevent the tips from knocking against 
each other. Foam cutter presenters have the advantages that they 
grip the tool, display the cutters for easy selection and can be 
sprayed with thin oil (i.e. MetalGuard Spray) to protect the cutters. 
Use the presenter complete or cut to fi t into cabinets, drawers, 
racks etc. The size is 275 x 325mm and there are 50 x 1/2” and 50 x 
1/4” storage holes.  

  
Foam Presenter   £12.74   £10.62   810029  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Router 
Cutter 
Presenter 

  Cutters not included  

 Although produced with router cutters in mind, these advanced 
polymer mouldings are equally useful to securely grip any 1/4” or 
1/2” shanked bit such as forstner of sawtooth bits. The holders can 
be mounted using a single screw, either horizontally or vertically 
on shelves, in drawers or cabinets. Cutter shanks are held fi rmly 
keeping often expensive tooling tidy, separated and out of harm’s 
way. Supplied in packs of 6. 

  
1/4”(6.35mm) Shank    £2.15   £1.79   202399  
1/2” Shank    £3.95   £3.29   202401  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Router Bit Holders - Packs 6 

 The problem that most customers encounter when 
using a router inverted in a table set-up is that, 
even when fully plunged, the router collet is still 
some way below the surface of the table limiting 
the depth of cut. We decided that we would 
produce a very accurate and precise collet extension that would 
overcome this problem by using standard ER20 engineering 
collets. These precision collets have the unique ability to grip 
over a diameter range of 1mm without any loss of accuracy.  The 
Axcaliber extension is supplied with a collet suitable for 1/2” 
shank cutters with collets available for 8mm, 1/4”(6.35mm) and 
1/8”(3.2mm) shank sizes.  A much improved grip all round the 
cutter shank is provided giving safer routing with less vibration, 
and the collet nut incorporates an ejection ring to release the 
shank for easy cutter changes. Dimensions are 75mm overall with 
body length of 40mm. N.B. Collet nut requires a 27mm spanner. 

 Axcaliber Router Collet 
Extension (1/2” Shank) 

  
Collet Extension   £34.94   £29.12   211367  
13.0mm -12.0mm (1/2”)   £8.94   £7.45   910215  
8.0mm - 7.0mm (8mm)   £8.94   £7.45   910210  
7.0mm - 6.0mm (1/4”)   £8.94   £7.45   910209  
4.0mm - 3.0mm (1/8”)   £8.94   £7.45   910206  
Combination Spanner - 27mm   £10.14   £8.45   423927  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 These precision sleeves enable 3/8”, 8mm or 1/4” 
shanked cutters to be used in 1/2” collets.  

 Axcaliber Router Collet 
Reduction Sleeves 

  
1/2”-3/8”   £3.14   £2.62   340305  
1/2”-1/4”   £3.14   £2.62   666079  
1/2”-8mm   £3.14   £2.62   340306  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 DMT Dia-Sharp Diamond 
Sharpening Card 
 Forget gold cards or platinum cards, get yourself a diamond card. 
A credit card sized (80 x 50mm) steel plate coated on one side 
with a continuous diamond surface, keep one in your wallet for 
sharpening knives and tools. Available in a choice of three grades: 
Coarse 325 grit = 45 micron, Fine 600 grit = 25 micron and Extra 
Fine 1,200 grit = 9 micron.  
  
Coarse 325 Grit   £17.75   £14.79   410122  
Fine 600 Grit   £17.75   £14.79   410124  
Extra Fine 1,200 Grit   £17.75   £14.79   410123  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 If you need to make up jigs for routing or sawing operations, 
then this is the kit for you. It contains a comprehensive selection 
of knobs and fi ttings, both male and female, which offers a wide 
range of jig making solutions. Kit contains 10 x 90mm tee bolts, 
10 x 65mm tee bolts, 20 x 40mm tee bolts, 20 x 25mm tee bolts, 
26 female knobs in various sizes, 10 male knobs with 25mm 
threaded rod, 20 x 16mm diameter washers with 6mm hole, 16 x 
screw in threaded inserts, 16 x spiked nut inserts. N.B. All fi ttings 
are threaded 1/4” Whitworth. 

  
Jig Hardware Set   £36.95   £30.79   950114  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster 148 Piece 
Jig Making Set 
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 Router cutters, sawblades and machine 
beds can be prone to resin build-up 
over time especially when used with 
softwoods or timbers of a resinous 
nature. This can drastically reduce the 
ability of the blade or cutter to perform 
its task and a reliable solvent is required 
that will dissolve the resin and restore 
its performance. Axcaliber blade and bit 
cleaner excels at dissolving resin, pitch 
and adhesive residue and it also contains 
rust inhibiting agents that further 
prolong the life of your expensive tooling. 
Available in a convenient 600ml (21 fl  oz)
spray bottle. Give your TCT some TLC, no 
workshop should be without some.  

  
Bit Cleaner 600ml   £11.45   £9.54   951145  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axcaliber Blade 
and Bit Cleaner 

 Ideal for all woodworking 
machinery and 
recommended for 
woodturning chucks. 
Formulated to minimise 
wear and reduce corrosion. Dry PTFE 
based lubricating fi lm, unaffected 
by water, oil or solvents and will not 
attract dust. (400ml). 
  
Axcaliber Dry Lubricant   £8.15   £6.79   503468  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axcaliber Dry 
Lubricant 

  
 6.35   3.175     2.38                             £3.65   £3.04   666234  
 9.525   3.175     3.96                             £3.65   £3.04   666235  
 9.525   4.76     3.175                             £3.65   £3.04   666236  
 9.52   6.35     3.18                             £3.65   £3.04   666237  
 12.7   4.76     5                             £3.65   £3.04   666238  
 12.7   6.35     4.76                             £3.65   £3.04   666239  
 15.87   6.35     5                             £4.55   £3.79   666240  
 15.88   4.76     5                             £4.34   £3.62   666241  
 19.05   6.35     7.14                             £4.94   £4.12   666242  
 19.05   12.7     5                             £4.94   £4.12   666244  
 28.58   12.7     7.94                             £4.94   £4.12   666245  
 22   8     7                             £3.14   £2.62   666246  
 28   8     9                             £6.44   £5.37   666247  

  D  X C   Inc.vat Ex.vat Order No 
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